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Glossary Definitions 
The first time any of these terms are used in the text, they will be highlighted in Bold and Italic. After that, they 
will be formatted in the same text as the paragraph in which they are found.  It will be assumed the reader may 
refer to the Glossary at any time they are unfamiliar with the terminology used within the paper. 

 
Allegorical Tree:   The Four Tantras, or the medical teachings.  It was pictorially 
demonstrated and taught orally before Tibet had a written language and is still used today to 
teach new Tibetan Doctors the theory of Traditional Tibetan Medicine.  The written version 
is called the Fundamental Treatise. See Appendix A for a more detail description. 
 
 Avidya:   The Sanskrit term for suffering due to ignorance of, or false perceptions based on, 
ego, attachments, anger, rejection and fear. (Feuerstein, 2003) 
 
Bon:  The original Tibetan Shamanistic philosophy and health traditions that lead to 
Enlightenment. (His Holiness the 33rd Menri Trizin, Lungtok Tenpai Nyima, NP) 
 
Dalai Lama:   The re-incarnation of Buddha Shakya Muni. 
 
Dharma:   The Buddhist term for the practice or path to enlightenment. 
 
Diaspora:   The spreading out into the world a nation of refugees. 
 
Divination:   A multitude of ways to ascertain a situation through interpretation of astrology, 
trance meditation with a higher source, cards, stones, coins or other source of intuitive and 
interpretive knowledge. 
 
Doshas:   The Vedic term for the triad of forces based on the Five-Element Theory that 
create, maintain and destroy all that is manifest in the universe.  Vata=Wind/Wood and 
Space, Pitta=Fire, Kapha=Water and Earth. 
 
Dhuka:   The Buddhist term for suffering or pain. (Cope, 2003) 
  
Five-Element Theory:   The Chinese and Shamanistic ideology that states all that is manifest 
is made up of some combination of the five base elements: Water, Wood/Wind, Fire, Earth, 
and Metal/Space.  Wind and Space are the Shamanistic elements that correlate to the Chinese 
elements considered as Wood and Metal.  In either philosophy, these elements, when 
balanced, nourish and yet control the other elements harmoniously. When one element is 
unbalanced, the other interdependent elements all become unbalanced and in dis-harmony 
with each other. 
 
Fundamental Treatise:   The written format of the Four Tantras, or the Allegorical Tree. 
 
Humors:  English translation of Doshas or Nyepas 
 
Isvaranprandidhana:   The Yogic practice of highest quality of action while surrendering an 
attachment to the outcome: Laying your best work at the feet of God without expectations of 
reward or recognition. (Rea, 2002) 
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Karma:   The Buddhist philosophy of what is sown shall be reaped, whether in this life time 
or another.  No seed planted will bring forth another fruit.  Re-action to action. (Schumacher 
& Walden, 2002) 
 
Klesas:   Tibetan term for causes of suffering from untamed or un-transformed emotional 
states that create further confusion or suffering by defiling or obscuring mental clarity. 
(Sachs, 2001) Also called Mental Poisons. 
 
Mental Poisons:   Buddhist philosophy that states roots of suffering are due to Ignorance. 
Removing Mental Poisons by meditating on the Cures for Suffering, which are listed below. 
Our particular Humor/Dosha/Nyepas interplays with our current state of physical, mental, 
emotional, social, sexual, financial or other aspects of a person’s life.   
Roots of Suffering 
due to Ignorance 

Attachment/Desire/Greed Anger/Hatred/Aggression Close-Mindedness 
/Confusion/Delusion 

Cures for Suffering Impermanence Compassion Open-Minded Wisdom 
Doshas (Vedic) Vatta Pitta Kapha 
Nyepas (Tibetan) rLung TriPas Badken 
Humors (English) Wind Bile  Phlegm  
Five-Elements Wind/Space, Wood Fire Earth/Water 
Taoist Qi Yang qualities Yin qualities 
(M. E. Cameron, 2002) 
 
Mirror Work:   Shamanistic psychological philosophy explaining how one views others if 
they are “aware” versus “unaware” of enlightenment through the acceptance or denial of 
people, places, issues or circumstances in life as mirrors for our self-interrogation.  It is the 
first initiation of shamanism and life as a teacher.  It is a self-evaluation tool to recognize 
ourselves through relationships and only works thoroughly on a conscious chosen path to 
awareness. (Pratt, 2004) 
 
Nyepas:   Tibetan term for the triad of “natural and cosmic forces that are the basis for all 
that is manifest.” The three forces can be compared to the Vedic Doshas or the Taoist 
concept of Yin Yang and Qi.   
  rLung = Wind/Vatta/Wood/Space/Qi,  
  TriPas= Bile/Pitta/Fire/Yang,  
  Bedkan= Phelgm/Kapha/Water Earth/Yin. (Sachs, 2001) 
 
Prana:   Sanskrit word for energy, or life-force.(Payne & Usatine, 2002) 
 
Qi (Chi):   Taoist (Chinese) word for energy, or life-force.  That which separates yet binds 
the Yin Yang. 
 
Re-incarnation:   The Buddhist philosophy that states all beings are continuously re-born 
until they reach enlightenment, at which point they may still re-incarnate at their choosing. 
 
“Relational Shifts”:   The term this author has coined to represent any relationship change, 
whether towards or away from union, contractually or simply habitually, personally, 
educationally or professionally, and even with ideas, beliefs or traditions.  It represents how 
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an individual changes which causes their relationships to change, and likewise, how 
relationship changes cause the individuals to change.  Whether a person is aware or unaware 
of these effects of Relational Shifts in life has an absolute effect on the level of their personal 
happiness and contentment in life whatever the circumstances are. (Rappaport, Liberman, & 
Liberman, 2006) 
 
Samsara:   The Tibetan Buddhist term for the physical, mental, emotional, social, sexual, 
economical… “cycling of suffering due to ignorance of the causes of suffering” throughout 
life on this world, which develops into habits individuals adapt that cloud our clarity and 
perpetuate suffering for the individual and those in relation with them. (The Dalai Lama, 
1998) 
 
Shamanism:   The pre-religions (Judeo or Vedic…) practices of rituals and ceremonies, 
divinations and exorcisms that are generally regarded in modern times as Paganistic.  These 
practices are found around the world in indigenous cultures and date back thousands of years.  
Most original practices and philosophies around the world are based on the elements of 
Water, Wind/Wood, Fire, Earth and Space, and consider Spirits as a time-honored part of 
Nature. (Pratt, 2005) 
 
SPAN:  Student Project for Amity amongst Nations, Study Abroad Program through the 
University of Minnesota.  Each year, it chooses three different countries to which to send 
students wishing to conduct their own self-designed research and write a minimum of a 50-
page paper on that research.  There is a year of preparation before, and then two semesters to 
write the paper.  This is my paper. 
 
Svadhyaya:   Sanskrit term for self-inquiry, which can be best utilized when using 
relationships with the body, the mind, others, and ideologies.  (Hartranft, 2003) 
 
TMAI:  Tibetan Medical and Astrological Institute, originally in the Potola Palace in Tibet, 
currently resides in Dharamsala, INDIA.  Five-year programs in either Medicine or 
Astrological studies.  Also know as MenTseeKhang. 
 
Torchueys:  Rituals, prayers, or offerings made to appease spirits that are causing troubles, 
or to reduce Karmic debt to others or the Universe. 
 
Vedic:   A term to describe the legends, philosophies and traditions found in numerous 
ancient texts and followed by Hindus and Buddhists.  Origins of Yoga are found in these 
texts. 
 
Yin Yang:    A Taoist theory describing the concept of opposites attracting yet repelling each 
other simultaneously.  What separates yet connects them is the Qi. 
 
Yoga:   “A goal of Yoga is to reduce Avidya” (Shearer, 2002)  Yoga is the union of mind 
and body at a beginning level.  Eventually Yoga is the union between mind/body and spirit as 
the awareness of spirit through mind/body raises the level of Enlightenment. 
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THESIS STATEMENT 

 Traditional Tibetan Medicine, TTM, incorporates many of the teachings I have 

encountered in my studies.  The five basic foundations of TTM reside in:  

1) Taoism, based on YinYang/Qi and Five-Element Theories; 

2) Vedic principles regarding the theory of Prana, Doshas and Yoga; 

3)  Shamanism, based on the elements, as well as spiritual work outside the human realm 

and Mirror Work found within the human realm; 

4)  Buddhist philosophies based on Doshas/Nyepas/Humors and their Mental Poisons; and 

5)  Divination based on Astronomy, Astrology, and Shamanistic meditative trances. 

 Those philosophies, processes and practices all found interwoven together in 

Traditional Tibetan Medicine can be learned and applied to lessen the suffering involved in 

what I have now coined as ‘Relational Shifts.’ 

 Relational Shifts are the transformation of a defined relationship into something else.  

They often are triggers for suffering.  I invite the reader to consider my hypothesis.  If we are 

prepared in life for Relational Shifts, and have learned how to overcome suffering by 

applying integrated techniques and practices found within the foundations of Traditional 

Tibetan Medicine, we will suffer less and be content and happy more. 

 Throughout this paper, I propose to explain how:  The foundations  of Traditional 

Tibetan Medicine’s philosophies and practices on suffering can ameliorate the sufferings 

involved in Relational Shifts.   

 PART ONE is an objective, technical, and academic overview of the principles and 

practices found in TTM.  It contains a brief history of TTM. It then lists the healing 

disciplines found integrated within the foundations of TTM.   Each discipline has reference 

to Relational Shifts and the perspective of them from that discipline.  
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 PART TWO is my own personal story.  It begins with my divorce six years ago, 

which gave me the opportunity to practice and apply the healing techniques I had found in 

the various disciplines that make up the foundations of TTM.  It encompasses my own 

experiences, thoughts and feelings in a narrative first person, which I found to be my natural 

way of expressing.   It discusses my preparation prior to going to India, and my actual 

experiences there. It concludes with the current teachings I received during my SPAN study 

abroad research in the country itself.  

 PART THREE first discusses my hypothesis of what relationships are made of and 

their purpose.  It then moves into suffering versus healing as applied to Relational Shifts.  

Finally, I offer a single, simple practice that offers multiple layers of healing our selves, our 

relationships, and even society at large.  The final discussion will apply the philosophical and 

practical aspects of relationships, suffering, healing and happiness from theoretical and 

applicable perspectives of Traditional Tibetan Medicine. 

 As a CONCLUSION, I offer the reader, by integrating my own understanding of the 

practices found in TTM, practical tools to transform the suffering endured in the re-

structuring of relationship into a healed state of happiness.  I offer how to specifically heal 

suffering involved in their own Relational Shifts. I have condensed all that I have learned 

into several tenets for personal and societal evolution and happiness.  I believe they are good 

for any Relational Shift, whether a re-structuring of a family through divorce of a marriage, 

or by shifting from a free and capable, independent individual or nation to a dependant, 

refugee status, as Tibet and its people have become. 
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WHAT IS TRADITIONAL TIBETAN MEDICINE? 
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1.1 Overview: Principles and Philosophies 

“Tibetan medicine is a science, art and philosophy that provides a holistic approach to 
healthcare.  It is a science because its principles are enumerated in a systematic and logical 
framework based on an understanding of the body and its relationship to the environment. It 
is an art because it uses diagnostic techniques based on the creativity, insight, subtlety and 
compassion of the medical practitioner.  And it is a philosophy because it embraces the key 
Buddhist principles of altruism, karma and ethics…Tibetans believe their medical traditions 
are as old as civilization itself.” 
       --- (Men-Tsee-Khang) 
 
 Traditional Tibetan Medicine (TTM) is a blend of disciplines, rather than dissected 

oppositions. This blend of disciplines is simultaneously integrated with astrology, and 

spiritual philosophies and practices.  Over the centuries, it synthesized into the Tibetan 

traditions of health and well-being for the individual, the community and the world. 

However, in blending, certain effective practices are lost, as well as gained.  This leads to 

dissected or fragmented parts of wholes, blending with other parts, and is exemplary of 

Relational Shifts, or those inter-relations that change or morph one thing into something 

different. 

 The Five-Element Theory (described in further detail in Section 1.3.2) states that all 

that is manifest, viewable or not to the human eye, is made up of the five base elements:  

Water; Wind (or Wood depending on the region you are from, but Wind is the Tibetan term); 

Fire; Earth; and Space (again, this might be Metal, depending on the culture, but Tibetans use 

Space.)  Tibetans merged this theory with the Vedic theory on Doshas, or the combined 

elements fused into three energies made up of the five elements.  The Tibetan term for the 

three energies that create, manifest and destroy all that is, is Nyepas.  This is further 

discussed in Section 1.3.3, but is important to note in this Introduction as the energies that 

define an individual will react differently to situations or circumstances.  A cure for one 

being out of balance may actually be a poison for another. 
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 TTM is an integral part of Tibetan culture as they have simultaneously developed 

over thousands of years.  TTM’s Medical and Astrological Sciences and the culture they 

have created have incorporated other cultures and their philosophies, and pruned them to 

what Tibetans consider the best of the world cultures melded with their own traditions.  

However, some feel Tibetan traditions are the basis of all other cultures that fragmented off. 

 Many of the blended traditions centered on not only the physical aspects of the health 

of an individual, but also on the external environment surrounding that individual and the 

circumstances under which they live.  Weather changes, political situations, astrological 

aspects, or the health of the community may be external conditions that affect a person’s 

health.  Personal circumstances may be anything from living with a dying person or being 

inhabited by evil spirits, to marriage, business success, childbirth or death.   

 Today, TTM is still a blend of traditions and practices.  However, due to the Diaspora 

of Tibetans and their culture since the Chinese Occupation began in the 1940’s, there is once 

again a need to organize, structure and coordinate education of Tibetan Medicine, also 

known as Himalayan Medicine in some areas of the Himalayas.  Even Mongolia has its 

version, from centuries back when Tibet mixed borders and traditions through feudal 

kingdoms that merged and diverged over the years. 

 This is why the Central Council for Traditional Tibetan Medicine has been formed.  It 

is incorporating a charter to organize and create a structure of education and certification 

through continuing education conferences and symposiums.  They hope to remedy the 

fragmentation by uniting the various sects of Tibetan Medicine teachings in the world as a 

positive reaction to the Chinese Occupation. They hope to create a vision for the next 
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evolution of the state of Traditional Tibetan Medicine. (Dorjee, NP)  See Section 1.4.2 for 

further information. 

 The Central Council will, under the auspices of the Dalai Lama, create goodness from 

the hardships the Chinese have imposed on them.  This is the analogy of the Lotus in Eastern 

thought: from the muck rises an unblemished flower that continues to blossom 1,000 times.  

When we allow the muck of our lives to nourish our goodness and the hardships to make us 

stronger and more evolved, then we can grow like the beautiful lotus, continually blooming 

and unfolding. 

 Traditional Tibetan Medicine believes in curing the easiest way possible and so starts 

any treatment with the least invasive process, usually diet and lifestyle behaviors.  If these 

efforts fail, the TTM doctor will move on to medicines.  When medicines fail, an astrologer 

may be called in to determine if there are astrological or astronomical disturbances causing 

the problem, or if they are caused by evil spirits or demons.  When all else fails, Lamas 

(monks) may be called in to make offerings, prayers, rituals or amulets for the stricken 

individual, or family, as antidotes.  (Dorma, NP) 

 These rituals, called Torchueys, could be giving alms to the poor or saving an animal 

about to be slaughtered, or simply throwing rice grains to ancestral spirits or spirits of the 

land to appease their afflictions.  (His Holiness the 33rd Menri Trizin, Lungtok Tenpai 

Nyima, NP) Many ‘Western-modernized and educated’ Tibetans feel foolish in performing 

these non-scientific and old-fashioned rituals.  However, I found that when the going gets 

tough, they will resort to the old ways and bring in the Lamas for ritualistic remedy for evil 

spirits or alleviation of negative Karma.   
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 If the disease is determined to be one of Karmic foundation, community service may 

be prescribed.  If the disease is determined to be evil spirits, one might create an effigy, or 

dress a pauper in a wealthy man’s clothes to deceive the evil spirits away from the patient.  

Or, another beneficent spirit may be called in to do the work for them, as some spirits are 

more powerful or helpful than others. (Namdul, NP) 

 Buddhists believe in Re-incarnation, and The Tibetan Book of the Dead offers 

practical advice to the living.  It explains the Tibetan Buddhist philosophies of psychology 

and greater spiritual understanding of everyday life.  It teaches tools of life to best prepare 

one for death and evolution, as a main tenet of re-incarnation. (Fremantle & Trungpa, 2000) 

 According to Buddhist thought, the individual usually lives thousands of lives from 

insects to human, and all levels of spirit manifested in some form of energy, even if not 

viewable by the human eye.  The lives are each stepping stones to Enlightenment.  The 

analogy I offer the reader to consider is that of school, but with thousands of grade levels.  

Each life, or grade level, is lived for learning. Evaluation of a life after its death is when it is 

concluded that one either evolves or is sent back to re-learn at that level.  Or, if an individual 

creates negative Karma, they will at some point have to live out the other side of the Karma.  

 For example, if a person lives a rich lifestyle and takes advantage of people who are 

poor, they may come back as a poor person to experience what they inflicted on others. If we 

are conscious of this education and cycle, we may use that knowledge to advance further 

within this life—evolving within a lifetime and not requiring death for the evaluation and 

evolution.  We may consciously use life to advance several “grades” at a time, maybe even 

skip some! 
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 Karma plays an important role in the total health of an individual, a community and 

even a nation.  Karma is basically a reaction to an action, a fruit manifest from a seed 

planted. The seed may take generations or moments to come to fruition, depending on the 

individual’s awareness of Karmic lessons in life.  Understanding Karma, in relation to self-

evolution, dissolves the question “Why is this happening to me?” and turns the attention to 

“How did I create this and what can I do to remedy or resolve it for the best outcome for all 

concerned?”  The first question is one of confusion or delusion and comes from a closed-

mind, one of the Mental Poisons.  Its cure is open-mindedness, based on understanding of 

Karma and Impermanence and that we are all made up of the same elements that make up 

everything in the entire universe.    

 Understanding Impermanence, meaning that everything that exists was created, 

manifested and will eventually decay into something that it was not.  Again, this is 

exemplary of Relational Shifts.  Impermanence teaches us to not become attached to 

anything, so that we will not suffer when it decays.  Understanding it is the cure for suffering 

from Attachment, greed, and desire in all its forms, the second Mental Poison. 

 The third Mental Poison, Anger in any of its forms such as hatred, revenge, or 

hostility, is cured only by Compassion.  When we see someone being hostile, rather than 

escalating the interaction with combative hostility, if Compassion is offered instead, it 

diffuses the negative poison, and can create an interaction of positivity.  Compassion will 

soothe the situation and lessen the suffering much better than adding to the hostility or anger. 

 Understanding the role Mental Poisons play in keeping us ignorant and suffering is an 

important factor of re-incarnation.  As we learn to tame the mind from attachment, anger and 

close-mindedness, the three basic Mental Poisons that all other poisons will break down into, 
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and unite with spirit, the closer we are to enlightenment and freedom from suffering.  

 Dharma is the conscious practice of evolution and enlightenment.  It uses karma and 

re-incarnation as opportunities to walk the path of, and practice, Dharma.  It uses awareness 

of the Mental Poisons as a tool for self-evaluation and study in order to evolve further.  It 

gives a reason to do your best when there is no other reward or gain from doing so.  Dharma 

was not really incorporated into Tibetan philosophy until about the 4th century, A.D.  Its 

practices flourished and then all but disappeared over the centuries of Tibet’s history. 
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1.2 HISTORY OF TIBET 

 Throughout the centuries, Tibetan culture, medicine and astrology have had their ups 

and downs.  There was no written language in Tibet until the 7th century A.D.  All teachings 

were passed down orally through various lineages.  All Tibetan lineages used the Allegorical 

Tree (described in detail in Section 1.3.3) and Thangka’s (sacred paintings created to 

transport the viewer in meditation to another plane of being) of various forms of Buddha and 

other deities to teach the doctors and monks pictorially and orally. (Dorgee, Jones, & Moore, 

2005) 

 During the seventh century A.D., the King of Tibet, Trisong-Deutsen, invited the 

most eminent physicians from India, China, Greece, Nepal, East Turkistan and Persia to 

attend the first known Medical Conference. The attending physicians each wrote a treatise.  

Later, these texts were complied into a seven volume text called, A Fearless Weapon. 

 In the 8th century A.D., one of the Tibetan King’s wives brought medical and 

astrological texts from China, which allowed for an inter-exchange of philosophies and 

practices between the kingdoms.  The newly written language of Tibet flourished and a 

“Golden Age” ensued for a couple centuries.  The disciplines of Medicine, Astrology and 

Dharma were at their pinnacle for centuries to come. 

 Within the next century, a great Indian Guru introduces the concept that if the pure 

elements  (Water, Wind/Wood, Fire, Earth, and Space/Metal) make up all the universe, those 

same elements when impure will be poisonous to the Mind/Body/Spirit and even 

Community/World at large.  

 From the 8th century A.D. and well into the 10th century, it was the “Golden Age.”  
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Rise, Fall and Rise to Shangri-La Theocracy 

 During the 10th century, the King of Tibet was murdered and Tibet broke down into 

civil war.  For 364 years, Tibetan culture was in a decline after its hugely successful “Golden 

Years.”  Buddhism was all but lost in the central parts of Tibet, barely surviving in the east 

and west, but a master of the Buddhist scriptures, Lochen Rinchen Sangpo (953-1056 A.D.), 

revived Buddhism and Tibetan Medicine.  

  By the 17th century A.D., the Potala Palace, home of His Holiness the 5th Dalai 

Lama, also known as the 5th reincarnation of the Buddha Shakya Muni, was rebuilt.  

Eventually, the original MenTseeKhang, or school of Tibetan Medical and Astrological 

Sciences was founded there.  Its successor, Tibetan Medical and Astrological Institute 

(TMAI) is now located in Dharamsala, India, where the current Tibetan Government-in-Exile 

resides.  The 5th Dalai Lama was very instrumental to the 2nd rise of Tibetan Medicine, 

Astrological Science and culture.  He created the image of “Shangri-La” for next 200 years.  

The Shangri-La image now epitomizes the ultimate way of living, as witnessed in many 

advertisements.  Even if people do not know of its original context, they recognize the phrase 

as an icon of the ideal living environment for people’s overall health, well-being and 

happiness. 

Chinese Occupation, Tibetan Diaspora 

 In 1949, the Chinese invaded Tibet.  Within ten years, they were ruthlessly 

suppressing the Tibetans in their homeland.  The Chinese would shoot rounds and 

bombardments upon the defenseless theocratic people who were made up of monks, nuns, 

families and non-military folk.  They suppressed peaceful demonstrations and made life very 

difficult for the Tibetans loyal to the Dalai Lama.  On 10th March, 1959,  His Holiness, the 
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14th Dalai Lama, followed by thousands of Tibetans, escaped into exile in India.  He has 

been working on a peaceful return to his country ever since, but to no avail. 

During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), the Chinese destroyed more than 6,000 
monasteries, demolished statues, burnt religious and astrological-medicine books, 
destroyed forests, and wreaked unimaginable destruction to flora and fauna.  As a 
direct consequence of Chinese repression, more than 1.2 million Tibetans died.” 
(Men-Tsee-Khang) 

 

 The Tibetan Government-in-Exile is located in Dharamsala, India.  The Indian 

government has graciously helped hundreds of thousands of Tibetans over the years, but the 

Tibetans do not have citizenship and therefore are only allowed certain jobs.  Professionals 

wait tables at a bakery, journalists sell cigarettes out of roadside shanty shop.  The situation is 

not much better, but they have religious freedom, and that is enough for now.   

 The Government-In-Exile is their first democratic government after generations of a 

theocracy.  HH, the Dalai Lama plans upon their return to the homeland that he will no 

longer be the political leader, but there will be a voted-in, democratic government installed.  

He will continue as Spiritual Leader and offer counsel to the new government, but hopes for 

the people of Tibet to speak up for themselves through their government.  It is currently a 

parliamentary style democracy. 

 “The Chinese are using every possible method to exterminate the culture and identity 
of the Tibetan people.  In order to preserve and promote the richness of Tibetan culture, 
under the auspices of His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama, many institutions, monasteries and 
schools were re-established in India.  Men-Tsee-Khang (the Tibetan Medical and 
Astrological Institute) was established on March 23rd, 1961… [in Dharamsala, INDIA]”  
(Men-Tsee-Khang) 
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1.3 FOUNDATIONS  IN OTHER TRADITIONS AND PHILOSOPHIES 

 The principle philosophies of Astrology, Shamanism, Ayurveda/Yoga, Buddhism, 

and Taoist Yin/Yang, Qi, and Five-Element theories are the sources of Tibetan Medicine.  

Incorporating the concepts of these various wisdom traditions, along with others that resonate 

with them, Tibetan Medicine encompasses the best compilation of proven systems of health 

and enlightenment.   

 The following few aspects of each wisdom tradition incorporated into Tibetan 

Medicine were all distinctly part of my life’s transformative process from suffering to 

happiness by reducing KLESAS (causes of suffering, also known as Mental Poisons.) 

(Feuerstein, 2003)  This will be addressed in PART TWO.  Each of the following sections 

(1.3.1-1.3.5) deserves a book by itself.  For the brevity of this paper, I will keep commentary 

limited to what is necessary to understand this paper’s topic and theme, corresponding to 

Relational Shifts and the suffering that has opportunity to present itself during these shifts. 

 

1.3.1 Astrological Sciences and Medicine 

One aspect of health that is very much disregarded as ‘old wives tales’ in Western 

culture (and affecting perspective in Eastern culture) is the importance of Astrology and 

Astronomy in a person’s health.  Astrological divinations of various traditions are part of 

Tibetan culture. Divinations have been extremely useful in this author’s life, particularly 

when there are potential challenges or various opportunities presenting themselves 

simultaneously.  They allow one to be prepared with alternative ideas, if used properly and 

effectively.  Divinations also help to clarify difficult concepts or circumstances. 
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 Divination is difficult to ‘prove’ through scientific analysis at this stage of history, 

and therefore is becoming passé as something old-fashioned and superstitious.  Educated 

people don’t need to be placated by some mysterious, unknown source when Science can 

explain everything that exists.  This author believes that is an arrogant stance, as barely 150 

years ago, germs were something unknown and mysterious until humans devised ways to 

‘prove’ their existence.  Now, germs are an acceptable theory when they used to be thought 

of as spirit entities attacking an individual or community.  This fact alone allows an educated 

person to know there are things we have not yet discovered that do exist.   

 Another example to further this point is that some people have the cones in their eyes 

to see the color yellow.  How does one who sees yellow explain to one without those cones 

what a sunset or sunflower looks like?  Either the one without cones understands there is 

something there they are not capable of seeing, or they must believe the other is crazy! 

“Astronomy and astrology have been harmoniously blended with medical knowledge 
for more than 2,500 years within Tibetan culture.” (Dagthon, Kalsang, & Choezom, 
2004)  

 

 Tibetan Astrological Science is precise enough to calculate the celestial phenomena 

and exactly predict eclipses and locations of the Sun or planets without telescopes.  

Astrological Science is classified into two categories: Elemental Astrology and Astronomy.  

Elemental Astrology originates from the early Bon Shamanistic religion of Tibet (see Section 

1.3.2) and has influences from China.  There are no calculations with this type of Astrology.  

It is an interpretive divination, and often abused by soothsayers claiming to interpret 

something that is not there.  This is part of the reason that divination is not accepted as 

widely in today’s culture, as there will always be those who will take advantage of another’s 

confusion.  But, when done by one who is authentic in their knowledge, experience and 
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practice, Astrological Divinations can be precise and informative to an individual’s diagnosis 

and prescription of cure, whether lifestyle change, medicine, karmic debt or exorcism.   

 Astronomy is sub-divided into two categories.  The first is from the Kalachakra 

Tantra of Vedic heritage.  It is based on the Zodiac and is highly calculative.  It was what 

allowed the Tibetans to create a calendar and their first almanac, which is still produced 

today.  Almanacs are used for everything from time to plant and harvest, to favorable times 

to travel.  The other sub-division of Astronomy is “drawn from the teachings of neighboring 

countries such as India, China, Persia and Greece in synthesis with the tenets of Buddhism to 

create a uniquely Tibetan Astrological system.”  (Dagthon et al., 2004) 

 This unique Tibetan Astrological synthesized system is called the Arising Vowels and 

has a ‘vowel’ for each day of the month placed on each day of the calendar.  It is a highly 

detailed system with overlapping strategies to create in depth charts on one’s life, success, 

health and fortune.  It is also used for finding antidotes of potential negative effects of the 

chart, remedies to ward off malevolent forces and to protect from harm, finding the most 

effective date for surgery, or determining what date is best to shift residences, be married or 

buried. (Jinpa, NP) 

 In Tibetan culture, the physician who is also trained in Astrological Sciences is highly 

revered, and usually highly effective.  Tibetan Astrologers are also called upon to assist in 

the determination of a malady’s cause when simple lifestyle and diet changes, or 

prescriptions do not work, or if the diagnosis is difficult.  Sometimes there are karmic 

illnesses that are brought on by prior or current life experiences and play themselves out as 

illness. Other illnesses that are not curable by medicines alone are those of possession or 

infiltration of evil spirits.   
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 While this may sound rather pagan to many trained in conventional, Western 

medicine, it is comparable to the Catholic Church incorporating exorcism as one of the sects 

of theological practices.  While looked upon unfavorably in many ways or as simply ‘old 

wives tales,’ it is certain that exorcism of evil spirits was too important to simply disregard.     

 As Tibetans have moved into the world-at-large, and of course while keeping many of 

their traditions, they cannot help but to assimilate thoughts and practices outside their own.  

Again, this is exemplary of Relational Shifts, as ideas, beliefs and traditions are being lost 

within only one generation of people being educated in the new ways.  Elders may choose to 

accept this change and suffer very little from it, or perhaps will cling to the old ways and 

suffer greatly as their children adopt new ways.  This author hopes to see them blended, 

using new scientific tools to prove old ideas, and improve upon them. 

 

1.3.2 Bon Religion as Foundation of Traditional Tibetan Medicine 

Shamanism 

 One such thought that is now evident is a break in the confidence of the Bon religious 

practices, likened to Shamanism or Paganism, and which include Exorcism.  Many Tibetans I 

interviewed last summer knew nothing or very little about the Bon religious practices, as the 

Buddhist religious practices have been more widely accepted in modern Tibetan society.  

Again, this is comparable to the number of Christians actually familiar with the “outdated” 

practices of Exorcism.  But, in the beginning, Tibet’s religion, medical and astrological 

practices originated in the Bon traditions. 

“Because it is not an organized religion as such, but rather a spiritual practice, 
shamanism cuts across all faiths and creeds, reaching deep levels of ancestral 
memory.  As a primal belief system, which preceded established religion, it has its 
own universal symbolism and cosmology, inhabited by beings, gods, and totems, who 
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display similar characteristics although they appear in various forms, depending on 
their places of origin.” 

--John Matthews, The Celtic Shaman 
 

.   The Bon religion, when compared to the beliefs and practices of other Shamanistic 

cultures, from Canada to South America, the British Isles to Africa, Australia to Mongolia… 

are based in similar principles that individualize themselves pertaining to their particular 

geography.  For example, cultures of lowlands use the metaphor WOOD versus those in the 

highlands using WIND to represent the same analogy. They have the same qualities (which 

will be discussed further later) but are described by their environmental circumstances.  The 

Bon followers, isolated for centuries by their geographic mountainous enclosures, kept their 

traditions intact for centuries.  For the most part though, the similarities common amongst the 

various shamanistic world cultures are thought-provoking, at least. 

“Until the introduction of Buddhism in Tibet in the fourth century A.D., the Bon 
religion forms the basis of Tibetan astrology (and medicine). Its doctrines are 
presented in a detailed system of categories and subcategories, two of which are 
astrology and medicine.  The Bon doctrines acknowledge the five elements of Wood, 
Fire, Earth, Metal and Water, and use a system of astrological prediction and 
divination similar to shamanism.” (Men-Tsee-Khang) 

 

Five Element Theory   “As it is outside, so it is inside”  Kalachakra Tantra 

 The Five Elements theory states that all physical phenomena, whether in the 

macrocosmic or the microcosmic world, are formed by the five energies [or elements].” 

(Dagthon et al., 2004)  The elements have three types of applications: Internal applications; 

External applications; and as a Gateway to Enlightenment. The elements appear Internally as 

tissues.  The alternative elements correspond to the five vital and six hollow organs.  When 

an element is out of balance, in its impure state it will cause dis-ease on a mental, emotional, 

physical or spiritual plane, and will affect the other elements purity and function, as well.   
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 Each element either nurtures or controls another element.  Water nurtures 

Wood/Wind, which in turn nurture Fire.  Yet Water controls Fire.  Wood/Wind control Earth, 

and are controlled by Space/Metal.  Again, we have an exemplary model of Relational Shifts.  

When Water is too strong, it will dampen or douse any Fire. 

 

ELEMENTS 

How the 
dynamic 
qualities are 
expressed 

 
Internal 
Applications 

 
External 
Applications 

 
Associated 
Meridian 
Channels 

 
Gateway to 
Enlightenment 

 
In IMPURE 

form will cause:

Wood/Wind Movement nerves and 
muscle 

used for fuel 
and cooking 

liver and 
gallbladder 

Spiritual helper Jealousy, Anger,
Wind Disorders

Fire Heat digestive heat heating heart and 
small 
intestine 

 
Knowledge 

Pride and 
Hot Diseases 

Earth Solidity flesh upon which 
we live 

spleen and 
stomach 

Body of the 
Buddha 

 

Mental dullness, 
Tumors, Phlegm

Disorders 
Metal/Space Emptiness bone knives and 

tools 
lungs and 
large intestine 

Mind of the 
Buddha 

Grief , Hatred, 
Wind and 

combinations of 
disorders 

Water Wetness blood drinking the kidneys, 
seminal 
vesicle and 
urinary 
bladder 

 
Speech of the 

Buddha 

attachment, cold 
diseases and 

disorders of the 
kidneys and 

urinary bladder
 
 “In their pure form, the elements can be seen as a Gateway to Enlightenment, as there are 
different manifestations of the Buddha expressed by each element.… [They] are known as 
the “Five Buddha Family” and as each individual has an element predominant in their 
physical makeup, so the same element can bring them in contact with the manifestation of the 
Supreme Buddha most appropriate to that individual.” (Dagthon et al., 2004) 
 
 In the eighth century, a new concept was introduced regarding the elements.  It was 

assumed that if the elements, in their purest form, constructed everything in the universe, 

then it would follow that the elements in an impure form would cause the destruction of the 

universe.  Within a person, if the elements are balanced, the person feels harmonious with all 

around them.  If the elements are out of balance, the person will feel or behave discordant, 

perhaps even die. 
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  The reason this information is useful is to show the correlation of imbalance in the 

energies due to External circumstances in life and how they affect particular areas of the 

body by manifesting as disease.  For example, if Fire gives rise to pride and gets out of 

control, Anger is often expressed and the body temperature rises, as does blood pressure, 

stomach upset, or even cause a heart attack.  A lifestyle prescription may include acts of 

humbleness, for example, and cooling foods rather than spicy foods that heat one up.  This 

should lead to lowered blood pressure, calmer yet lively pulse, more compassion, and the 

body, mind and spirit all more comfortable. 

Spirits 

 When basic lifestyle changes and diet are not enough to heal the dis-ease, and 

prescriptions of medicines do not work or seem to have no effect, chances are the person is 

afflicted with spirits.  In Shamanistic cultures around the world, spirits may be beneficent or 

malevolent, destructive or helpful, ancestral, terrestrial, or celestial, deities or simply the ‘un-

dead.’  There is no medicine that will cure these ills—only ritual.  Torchueys, or rituals, are 

used to ameliorate spirits or even balance Karma.  They are practiced by all five sects of 

Tibetan lineages.  Some prefer certain rituals over others, but they are all described in detail 

by condition and remedy in many texts. 

 In an interview with Dr. Dowa Dorma, Director of Research, TMAI, Dharamsala, 

India, we spoke of demons of the mind and how they can be transmitted to others’ bodies.  

Doubt opens the door for demons, like a dog can smell fear.  Amulets are most often 

effective for evil spirits, but she questions whether this is a placebo effect for people not 

“spiritually developed enough to hold their own power.”  There are also mantras that can be 

chanted to procure power of a protector deity.  When these measures fail, an effigy of the 
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person may be put out to deceive the demons.  In the case of a new building or structure, a 

miniature replica may be placed outside to placate the deities of the land and give them 

homage up front.   Also, Thangka’s (spiritual paintings of protective deities) are hung outside 

many doors of Tibetan homes to protect the home from spirits entering without invitation. 

(Dorma, NP) 

 I was first exposed to Shamanism about a decade ago. I have participated in, and led, 

the rituals and ceremonies, working within the spirit worlds, and with the elements.  I have 

performed divinations, cleansings, and power retrievals for myself and others.  Mostly, and 

especially, I have found that the psychological Mirror Work was the most useful in my 

personal and familial relational shifts for the betterment of our family.   

 Mirror Work is a consciously chosen self-awareness and growth tool that uses the 

mirror images our relationships provide us on the path to Enlightenment.  Mirror Work is 

either accepted or denied by an individual, and shows whether they are “aware” or 

“unaware” of Enlightenment as a cure for suffering.  It is the first initiation of shamanism 

and life as a teacher.  It can be recognized when a particular person, situation, or even a 

belief being challenged creates disruption of happiness and fuels the Mental Poisons. 

 For example, the phone that rings showing a caller ID of someone we don’t like 

creates a circumstance which creates irritation or dismay when it occurs.  We cannot be 

happy when we are irritated or dismayed.  This trigger fuels, or charges/ignites, non-happy 

emotions.  Perhaps even if the person calls with good news, it is not greeted with happy 

emotions and therefore might not be recognized as good news.  If a person we like gives us 

the same good news, people invariably will react differently, even though it is the same. 
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 If we are aware of Mirror Work, we can be aware of the ‘negative charge’ a person, 

situation or idea may present.  Through self-evaluation, we can witness what our own issue 

might be.  Perhaps the un-liked person had betrayed or hurt the individual at a prior time.  

Whether that person has made amends or reconciled the injustice or not, the individual 

actually harms them self by harboring the Anger or hurt.  If an individual is aware of 

Enlightenment, Karma, Dharma, Impermanence and Mirror Work and has consciously 

chosen to walk that path, then their recognition of the negative charge is the first step in 

removing or curing that particular sufferance, or Mental Poison.   

 As Relational Shifts occur in life, whether in marriage or divorce, graduation to 

another level, freedom gained or lost, friends, ideas and practices come and go.  These are 

just a few situations that could represent shifts that will mirror our true selves.  Whether the 

self will look in the mirror is answered individually for each life.  As for the psychological 

aspects of Shamanism and its evolutionary path in relationship, the use of Mirror Work is 

best shown in the following chart: 

MIRRORS 
People, places, things, 

ideas, jobs, highway, games 

CLEAR MIRROR 
Other does or is Thing you 

value as good 

SMOKEY MIRROR 
Other does or is Thing  

not so valued 
ACCEPTANCE of 

evolution and self-study 
Inspirational Humble Compassion, 

Recognize Own issues 
DENIAL of need to study 

self or evolve 
Disrespect, Judge, Envy Blame, Shame, Disrespect 

(Pratt) 

 Awareness of Mirror Work allows one to travel the path to Enlightenment and 

remove or cure suffering.  All these techniques that are parts of the Shamanistic traditions 

found around the world are also found within the Bon practices.  
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1.3.3 Vedic influences on Tibetan Medicine 

 Svadhyaya, the Vedic term for self-evaluation, allows us to notice our physical, 

mental and emotional habits associated with the Mental Poisons.  For example, a yogic 

practice of self-awareness specifically teaches this gem:  

Think of something you are very frustrated with for a few moments. Notice your 
eyebrows or forehead.  Now, throw that away and think of something that made you 
laugh recently.  Notice your eyebrows or forehead.  Now try to keep thinking of the 
laughing incident and try to make the face scowl while you are thinking of the funny 
thing and notice what happens.  Either you cannot scowl while you are happy or your 
scowl makes that thought turn sour somehow. 
 

 Noticing that simple practice allows one to recognize their eyebrow is furrowed and 

so they cannot have a happy thought.  But this is actually changeable as learned from the 

practice.  If one throws out the negative thought and replaces it with a positive one, not only 

does the mind change, but the body and emotion change as well. 

 Another example of this is with the breath, a highly recognized tool for self-

evaluation, evolution, cleansing and purifying, nourishment and sustenance.  If one notices 

their breath when they think of something fearful, they recognize they are either breathing 

rapidly and shallow, or perhaps not even breathing at all, holding the breath in fear.  If one 

thinks about beautiful, calming thoughts, the breath is calm and relaxed, and deeper and 

slower.  Just watch a baby in a tantrum or sleeping to see the difference of their breath. 

 Fear clouds the mind and makes the mind fight, flight or paralyze the body.  A 

practitioner of Yoga recognizes that Prana,  the Vedic term for life force energy, can be 

changed by manipulating the breath.  When one can recognize they hold their breath in fear, 

they can begin to breath in slowly and deliberately.  Immediately the fear begins to dissipate.   
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 A goal of Yoga is to reduce the film or veils of Avidya (ignorance) and the repetitive 

cycles of suffering it creates.  Doing so frees the mind from suffering and allows healing on 

all levels once the mind releases the pain and suffering. 

 In Yoga, there are four branches of Avidya that are the causes of our suffering:  

1. Asmita, deals with the ego;  

2. Raga,  describes desire, greed, and attachments;  

3. Dvesa, means repulsion or rejection; and 

4. Abhinvesa, translates to fear. (Desikachar, 1999) 

 These are just a few examples of Vedic influences on Tibetan Medicine and can also 

be related to Relational Shifts.  When we consciously shift in relation from something that 

was to something that is becoming, it does not mean there will be no fear involved.  But with 

techniques that are proven to lower the amino peptides that shoot fear into our system by 

simply breathing calmly and creating endorphins to combat those fears, we are better 

prepared for negative situations to arise in life and deal with them without being thrown too 

far out of balance. 

 Isvaranprandidhana is the practice of surrendering our efforts at the feet of God, but 

still doing our best.  Releasing attachment to the outcome is a sure way to release suffering. 

Even outcomes have a life cycle which ends, if they even manifest the way we hope them to.  

Every day, people have expectations of what outcomes will happen if they take certain steps 

to manifest those outcomes, from homes or education to money,  or involving friendships or 

faith—all examples of relationships in our lives.  By releasing attachment to outcomes of 

behaviors, and acknowledging they may not know what the best outcome for all concerned 

may be, one may simply behave and pray for the best.  Recognizing it may turn out 
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differently than their mind may be able to see, they may be able to allow that it turns out 

yellow without that fact disturbing their happiness.   

 Dr. Pema Dorjee, a renown TTM doctor and lecturer around the world, and whose 

interviews I partially document in Section 1.4.2, is know for saying, “Smile three times a 

day.”  This is to consciously turn off the negative thoughts at least three times a day and 

remember something good or happy.  When one consciously stops to find something to smile 

about, they are better able to recognize what they are upset about.  When they recognize what 

they are upset about, they can consciously practice or meditate on the cure.  This becomes 

part of the individual’s energy pattern when practiced consistently.  It becomes more natural 

and may even arise spontaneously, changing a negative attitude or thought or behavior into a 

positive one.  He prescribes this practice as part of a healthy, happy lifestyle.   

 Diet and lifestyle recommendations for the various Humor each individual is 

categorized under are all described and prescribed in the Four Tantras.  It has been 

presented pictorially for thousands of years by the ‘Allegorical Tree.’   (See Appendix A for 

a detailed explanation of the Allegorical Tree and how the trunks, branches and leaves 

categorize the Humors with respect to body health and illness, diagnosis and prescription.)  

The Four Tantras, the fundamental medical text still used today, are the ancient texts or 

scriptures that explain the etiology, diagnosis and treatments for Tibetan Doctors.   

 “A Healthy Body: gSowa rigpa (the art and science of healing or traditional Tibetan 
medicine, astronomy and astrology) involves the proper alignment of these divisions 
i.e. the 3 humors, 7 bodily constituents and 3 excretions, into a state of equilibrium.  
If this is accomplished, then the body is said to be in a state of health or free from 
psycho-physiological disorders; whereas a disequilibrium in any of these energies 
constitutes a state of disorder or ill-health” (Men-Tsee-Khang) 
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 There are actually three trees that have a total of nine trunks representing the nine 

sections of medical and astrological science.  The branches represent the general categories 

and the leaves represent the details of those categories.  

 These three trees comprise the first section of the Four Tantras, and the trees were 

used for teaching the theory and practice of medicine and astrology and ritual through an oral 

tradition until the Four Tantras (the Fundamental Treatise) were written.  The other three 

sections, totaling 150 chapters of The Fundamental Treatise (rGyud bZhi), explain in further 

detail what the first section outlined.  The Last Tantra, or fourth, also deals with additional 

treatments for the Humors. 

 On the similarities between Hindu and Buddhist thoughts regarding health, they are 

based in what the Hindus call Doshas and the Tibetan Buddhists call Nyepas.  They represent 

the constitutional elements that create, manifest and destroy all matter in the universe, much 

like the Shamanistic Five Elements, but they are combined and refined into three Humors:  

Wind, Bile and Phlegm. The Mental Poisons are associated with Doshas/Nyepas and give us 

clues when they hit us.   
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Vedic Doshas and Tibetan Nyepas (Humors) Explain Universal Elements 

Nyepas 
/Doshas-
Humors 

Element 
nature 

Characte
rized 

Responsibilities balanced Mental 
Poisons 

imbalanced 

 
rLung / 

Vata  
 

Wind 
 

(Qi) 

 
Wind/Air 

/Wood 

Rough, 
light, 
cold, 

subtle, 
hard, 

mobile 

Physical and 
mental activities, 

all bodily 
expulsions, 
respiration 

Gives clarity to 
speech, quick 

brilliant, inspiring 
mind, 

compassionate. 
Medium between 
mind and body  

Attachment, 
Desire, 
Greed 

Flighty, spaced 
out, obsessional, 

indecisive, 
worried, dry 
skin, gaseous 
constipated, 

 
mKhris-
pa / Pitta 

 
 Bile 

 
(Yang) 

 
Fire 

Oily, 
sharp, hot, 

light, 
fetid, 

purgative, 
fluidity 

Hunger, thirst, 
digestion and 
assimilation, 

gives luster to 
body 

complexion 

Promotes bodily 
heat, critical 

thinker, decisive, 
joyful, dynamic, 
magnetizing to 

those around them. 
Provides courage 
and determination 

Anger, 
Hostility, 

Aggression, 
Hatred 

Aggressive, 
control freak, 

pushy, 
migraines, 
diarrhea, 

inflammation-
type conditions, 

reproductive 
tract issues 

 
Bad-kan / 

Kapha 
  

Phlegm 
 

(Yin) 

 
Water/ 
Earth 

Cold, 
oily, cool, 

heavy, 
blunt, 
firm, 
sticky 

Firmness of 
body, stability of 

mind, induces 
sleep, connects 
bodily joints, 

Lubricates the 
body, methodical 

and thorough, 
tolerant, generous, 

kind, secure 
Generates 
tolerance 

Delusion, 
Confusion, 

Close-
Mindedness 

Lackadaisical, 
inert, holds 

grudges, 
resentful, sweet 

tooth, excess 
mucus 

 We have already discussed Ignorance-based Suffering causing the Mental Poisons of 

Attachment, Anger/Hostility, and Delusion/Confusion.  There is a direct correlation with the 

body energies, and the Mental Poisons may affect the body, or the body, environment or 

circumstances may affect the Mental Poisons.  When all other medicinal preparations have 

failed to cure the patient, looking for imbalance within the Humors and their respective 

Poisons, one has the opportunity to remedy the imbalance by applying balancing thoughts, 

words, actions, foods, postures and so forth.  When one has awareness of Enlightenment and 

uses Relational Shifts as a tool for evolution, recognizing imbalance in the Nyepas is another 

way to determine where the mind is clouded by Fear, Ignorance or Mental Poisons.   
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1.3.4 Buddhist Influences Philosophies and Practices 

 Buddhism entered TTM philosophy during the 4th century. Since Buddhism is an off-

shoot of Hinduism, like Christianity is an off-shoot of Judaism, they both share the same 

ancient legends, parables, deities and principles.  Vedic, or Hindu, traditions and texts often 

are part of the Buddhist celebrations and rituals, but rarely are Buddhist traditions and rituals 

used by the Hindu, as is the case with Jewish and Christian traditions and rituals.  

Four Noble Truths 

 One of the simplest lessons in Buddhist philosophy is actually the foundation upon 

which the highest endeavor upon which the Path to Enlightenment balances.  

The Four Noble Truths of Buddhism first explains that life inevitably consists of 
suffering, even though all beings desire happiness and wish to avoid suffering. It next 
explains the Origin of Suffering as arising from cravings or attachments, even the 
craving of happiness.  Next, the Cessation of Suffering is offered by developing an 
enlightened mind through the practice of Dharma (The Path to Enlightenment). 
Finally, the Path Leading to Cessation of Suffering is found by living according to the 
Noble Eightfold Path of Ethics (Middle Way). (The Dalai Lama, 1998) 
 

Wheel of Dharma, The Eight Spokes of the Noble Path 

 If we can recognize that the only permanent thing in the universe is Impermanence, 

and that all creations that exist, for a moment or eons, are transitory, then we are on the path 

to understanding that impermanence underlies all suffering at one point or another.  If we can 

recognize Karma is the specific cause, which is based on our own previous thoughts, words, 

and actions (either in this life or a past life) of our suffering, then we can understand that the 

Dharma practice is the path to liberation from the defeating cycle of suffering. 

 Dharma practice is the first remedy against suffering based on Wrong-Thinking and 

leads to the Noble Path or the Eight Spokes on the Wheel of Dharma. They are as follows: 
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1. Right Thought: avoiding wish to harm others or any negative thoughts, 
understanding that all beings suffer and cessation is possible through the Four 
Noble Truths. 

2. Right Understanding: developing genuine wisdom 
3. Right Speech: thwarting lies, divisiveness, and idle gossip 
4. Right Actions: avoiding killing, stealing, sexual misconduct 
5. Right Livelihood: make living though right thought, speech and action 
6. Right Effort: joyous perseverance, self-less-ness (Isvaranprandidhana) 
7. Right Mindfulness: being here and now, not in past or future scenario. 
8. Right Concentration: calm attentive state of mind, steady 

(His Holiness the Dalai Lama) 

 

 At the 2005 teachings in Dharamsala last summer, His Holiness, The XIVth Dalai 

Lama, said we can and should practice Dharma 24 hours a day, every day of the year.  

Karma 

 As I have previously stated, Karma is basically the fruit that manifests from the seed 

planted.  Whichever seeds we sow, those fruits we shall reap.  This teaching reaches through 

all the major religions and philosophical traditions of world cultures, whatever name or 

phrase it comes under.  It is the simple reaction to an action.   

 The lessons of Karma are that we create any given situation we are in, no matter who 

or what else seems to have externally placed us there.  Whether a situation or circumstance is 

favorable does not matter.  How we deal with it when we are there will provide the path to 

where that circumstance takes us next.   

 Karma is something of the past that needs addressing on a cosmic level.  If we 

understand this and apply wisdom, compassion and an open-mind to any given situation, we 

may pass beyond the Karma.  Or, conversely we may place ourselves on a circular, repetitive 

path that will present that lesson to us again and again until we learn how to not just survive 

the lesson, but thrive from the lesson.  This cycling of suffering is known as Samsara. 
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 When we are aware of Karma in our lives, it helps us to remember that our current 

thought, speech and actions will absolutely affect our future, and that of the ‘web of life.’  

We question how we got here and how to get out, rather than ‘why is some thing doing this 

to me and making me be here?’ 

Wheel of Life (Samsara), The Six Realms of Existence 

 The Six Realms of Existence to which beings are subject and cycle through endlessly 

until they reach enlightenment, are used to teach the concept of Karma.  Each of the six has 

hundreds of realms within it.  The beauty inherent in the Wheel of Life is that in showing the 

causes of suffering, it also shows the means of release of that suffering; awakening, or 

release from that realm, versus bondage within it is solely based on the sufferer’s wrong 

thinking or perspective.  The realms are as follows: 

1. Hell Realm: This individual caught in this realm is subject to feelings of anger 

and hatred.  The sufferer is tortured by aggressive and anxious states created by 

their own mind.  Only by witnessing, and then harnessing, these unwanted painful 

emotions can they be healed with clear vision. 

2. Animal Realm:  This individual caught in this realm is subject to stupidity and 

ignorance.  The sufferer is constantly distracted from life by an insatiable, 

instinctual gratification of hunger and sexuality.  Only by recognizing that lasting 

meaning cannot be extracted from a transient pleasure can we be freed from the 

suffering of this realm. 

3. Realm of the Hungry Ghosts: The individual caught in this realm is subject to 

greed.  Those tormented by attachment to past, or unfulfilled cravings, don’t 

realize their very attempts to satisfy only cause more suffering.  Only by 
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cultivating the wisdom of non-judgmental awareness of feeling unworthy can one 

cultivate the transformation of self-loathing into the relief from suffering and 

spiritual nourishment that self-love offers. 

4. God Realm: The individual caught in this realm is subject to pride.  Those 

challenged by induced complacency of the perfect pleasures of the God Realm, by 

forgetting others’ suffering, must become aware and tend to others sufferings in 

order to be released from this realm.  Also, becoming attached to staying in the 

God Realm can create a potent cause of suffering as it combines with greed and 

challenges the concept of Impermanence. 

5. Realm of the Jealous Gods: The individual caught in this realm is subject to 

attachment and desire.  Only discriminating awareness of an aggressive nature can 

destroy the Ignorance that is the basis of attachment or desire.  Meditating on 

Impermanence and applying its lessons will release the individual from this realm. 

6. Human Realm: Those caught in this realm are often self-indulgent, yet hide from 

themselves by searching for themselves outside of the self.  Only by grasping the 

concept of emptiness and removing the false self, can we transcend into the true 

nature of self. 

 The Six Realms together make up the Ocean of Cyclic Existence.  A goal of 

Enlightenment is total liberation from this cycle. We have already discussed the concept of 

Avidya, or Ignorance, as the root of all suffering.  In Buddhist traditions, it is called Dhuka.  

Dhuka and Samsara (the habituation of thoughts, words or actions that keep us attached and 

cause imbalance) are the veils that cloud the vision  These realms are compared to living 

asleep, and Enlightenment is fully awake--Buddhahood.  
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1.3.5 Chinese Influences on Tibetan Medicine 

 Buddhism also flourished in China, and Enlightenment was a path many were 

walking along the borders.  Chinese Medicine’s Five-Element Theory infused with the 

Shamanistic and Astrological aspects of Traditional Tibetan Medicine in innumerable ways.  

We have already discussed those influences in earlier sections.   

 Taoism, the basis of the Yin Yang Theory, is based upon the life-force energy, 

likened to Prana of the Vedic traditions and called Qi in the Orient.  It is the division and 

cohesion of the Yin Yang.  The line of division signifies energy is present. The atmosphere is 

not entirely absorbed by our skin as we have an energy that allows so much to pass in or out 

through our skin.  The same with the symbol for Yin Yang.  It represents not only cold and 

hot, but slow and fast and hundreds of other descriptions.  Yin is feminine and cool, Yang is 

masculine and hot, but these are both found in all people, just by varying degrees.  The line 

of energy separating the white from the black also keeps them attached.  It unites and repels 

at the same time, keeping an equalized balance between the two.   

 Traditional Tibetan Medicine uses the concepts of hot and cold diseases derived from 

Chinese influence, as well.  This was also presented on the Allegorical Tree of the Four 

Tantras, where it states on the ninth branch of the second trunk of the first tree, “all diseases 

can be either hot or cold disorders.”  (Men-Tsee-Khang) 

 My introduction to Energy Medicine through the Qi Theory opened doors to my 

consciousness that were somehow locked prior.  Once I began to learn about Energy, it was 

in every thing I saw, even relationships.  The frequency of the energy is what Western 

science measures to describe it.  However, at this point in history, the frequency of the 

channels of energies in the body is an art that only years of study, practice and more practice 
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can attain. But that is changing.  Each day I come up with more research that is being done to 

explain energetic medicine. I hope to one day do research on the measurement of the body’s 

energy channels.  My original plan in studying at the TMAI was to further my skills in Pulse 

Diagnosis, but plans changed, as all in the universe does, and I found much else to study 

while there. 
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PART TWO: 

MY PERSONAL STORY 
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2.1 PRIOR LEARNING: PHILOSOPHIES, TECHNIQUES, AND 

APPLICATIONS 

 In my studies of various traditional philosophies and forms of healing arts over the 

past decade or so, I was excited to come upon Traditional Tibetan Medicine (TTM) as a form 

that incorporated many of the teachings I had encountered.  TTM is a synthesized approach 

to health which combines the teachings of Taoism and the Five Element Theory, Ayurveda 

and Yoga, Shamanism, and Buddhist philosophies, as well as their combined use of 

Divination through Astrology and Astronomy, to create a unique blend.   

 Over the last six years, I have been researching and writing a book, with my ex-

husband and our daughter, on re-defining divorce.  Expanding on that concept, I have coined 

the termed ‘Relational Shifts’ or relationships that shift from one thing to another.  

‘Relational Shifts’ may occur personally, professionally, or even ideologically.  

 As part of my research, I have gone through many of my personal journals from the 

time period leading up to, during and since our divorce.  I found throughout my journals 

references to the various teachings that I had been investigating over the decades (from 

Taoism and Chinese medicine’s medical massage: Shiatsu of the Five-Element Theory; 

Buddhism; Judaism and its mystical Kabbalah; Shamanism; Astrology and divination of 

various forms; to Yoga and the Sutras, and bodywork of various modalities).  Each of these 

traditions has supported a process of healing for my body, mind, and spirit intertwined.   

 I, like many others today, was searching not only for techniques of healing physical 

ailments presenting themselves during my own relational shifts, but also cures from suffering 

and positive tenets for happiness. Each teaching of theory, ritual or practice added to the 

process, often doubling-back over one another. Each has been a path for me to study my life 
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and how I fit into the world.  Each path has taught me to trust myself, even when I make 

“wrong” choices in life.  Some of them are necessary in order to see what is right and why.  

Some of us literally must get burned to learn HOW to play with fire, right? 

 Many years before I learned these concepts, Chinese Medicine introduced me to Qi 

and the Yin Yang concepts that correlate with the Five-Element  theory and the various 

energy channels, or meridians, that flow through the body.  It also introduced me to the 

Divination practice of the I Ching and Chinese Astrology, which opened my mind to other 

divinations, such as tarot cards, or the meditative trance journeys of the Shamans. 

 

2.2 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA: YOGA, SHAMANISM, TTM, &  SPAN 

 For a long time, I had planned to go to India to study Yoga some point.  One day in 

2004, a Yoga student in one of my classes approached me to be a guest speaker for her new 

graduate level course on Yoga: Spirituality, Ethics and Healing at the University of 

Minnesota.  Instead, I ended up taking the course to see if returning for my undergraduate 

degree was feasible after not attending the University in over 20 years.   

 The teacher, Dr. Miriam Cameron, was giving another course, on Traditional Tibetan 

Medicine, the following semester.  She knew from my background that I would greatly 

appreciate the class.  I found in that course my diverse background knowledge finally united 

in an overlapping philosophy and practices I knew and understood to overlap.  Dr. Cameron 

expounded on the Buddhist concept of Mental Poisons that cause suffering and are based in 

Ignorance, like the Yogic concept of Avidya.  We were taught the remedies Traditional 

Tibetan doctors prescribed for Healing and Happiness, and compared them to conventional 

Western practices. 
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 I was eager to learn more and under some “alignment of the stars,” a letter from 

SPAN, Student Project for Amity among Nations, appeared in my email.  It described an 

eight-credit, independent research Study Abroad course in India for precisely the eight weeks 

my daughter would be away at camp.  I immediately applied and began my tutelage under 

Dr. Tashi Lhamo. Tasha is a TTM doctor living here in Minneapolis as a refugee immigrant 

and studying for her Registered Nurse certification.  She was a guest lecturer for Dr. 

Cameron’s TTM course.  Dr. Lhamo’s certification as a TTM doctor is not recognized in 

Minnesota.  

 Tashi Lhamo was surprised by the knowledge I already had, but much of it conflicted 

as the traditions I had learned individually were now overlapping and intertwining.  We made 

great progress in our discussion and she felt confident to be able help me obtain training at 

her alumni institution, the TMAI, Tibetan Medical and Astrological Institution, in 

Dharamsala, India.   

 During the same semester I had studied TTM, I also took a University course on 

Shamanism and its foundational basis in cultures around the world under Dr. Karen Lawson 

and Christina Pratt.  I had studied Shamanism through a Peruvian Shaman of the Q’uero tribe 

many years earlier. I still incorporate many of the practices and philosophies I had learned 

long ago into my daily rituals.  Delving once again into study of Shamanism, but at a 

University graduate course level, while simultaneously discovering the Tibetan Shamanistic 

religion of Bon, my learning curve shot up as I assimilated the teachings into a synthesized, 

evolutionary blend—all seemingly encompassed in Traditional Tibetan Medicine. 

 I knew the SPAN Study Abroad program would provide me the opportunity to 

synthesize my education and experiences into a meaningful academic paper. 
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2.3 PILGRIMAGE: PREPARATION FOR SACRED LEARNING 

 As a final ritual concerning my divorce, I had been planning for two years a 

ceremony for myself, to myself, as a beginning of the final process of personal healing at this 

particular point in my life.  I had learned over the last several years that there are several 

rituals for unions, births, and death in different traditions.  And many cultures have a sort of 

coming-of-age ritual.  There are very few rituals for detaching from one way and opening to 

another, which I have found in my search.  

 Graduation is one form of ritual for detaching and moving on.  A student leaves the 

status of that title behind with their known schedules, tasks, associates and mentors.  They 

must go out and find themselves in a whole new world in which to explore their selves.  

Again, they will find out to fit in their new environment to survive.  This is a positive 

example of a “Relational Shift” with not only an institution, but a way of living.  

 What is common to all traditions, it seems, is the use of water as a purifier.  In India, 

the Ganges River is said to be holy, and that in bathing in its waters, one could wash away 

their sins.  I found an article in National Geographic taking the legend further.  It said to 

bathe in the headwaters of the Ganges, where the Himalayan Mountains open their mouth to 

give the river to the earth, that one not only cleanses their own sins, but those of their 

family’s for seven generations! (Backshall, Nov/ Dec. 2004) 

 I was too close geographically, I THOUGHT, to miss that opportunity.  I read about 

pilgrimages from various cultures. Tibetans and other Buddhists make their pilgrimage 

around the base of Mt. Kailash, in Tibet.  This was close and sacred enough for me, though.   

 The three main points of a pilgrimage are; the intention, the path, and the sacred 

place.  I felt the whole eight weeks would be a pilgrimage of sorts.  But, I chose to do this at 
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the beginning of the trip so that I would be pure and open to the experiences and teachings to 

come.   Furthermore, what more perfect place to perform my ceremony to myself which 

would close the book on my former life, and propel me into my future?  All was falling into 

place so easily that it seemed I had no choice but to follow this path.  However, on all 

pilgrimages, there are challenges that will present themselves in order to test the pilgrim’s 

integrity and dedication to the intent. 

 I was tested first, two weeks before my departure, when I received a letter from the 

director of TMAI that they did not have the resources to assist me.  I was welcome to study 

in their library any time.  I was devastated. All my planning and tutoring and networking and 

studying was for naught.  I went into deep suffering trying to figure out what to do.   

 Fortunately, I had good friends and mentors who advised me to continue the journey, 

even if I did not know the outcome.  Here was the ‘laying your best work at the feet of God 

and not being attached to the outcome’ practice from Yoga, Isvaranprandidhana right in my 

lap.  My friends and mentors gave me the wings to fly into my journey.  For that, I am most 

grateful.   

 My second test, of the same nature, but at a deeper level of detachment from 

outcome, came the night before we achieved the goal of the glaciers.  The trip had been so 

much more arduous than I could have guessed.  I have never worked so physically hard to get 

somewhere in my life, and it took a toll on my mind and emotions, as well.  We camped in 

the mountains and the evening temperature had dropped perhaps 60 or 70 degrees F from the 

peak sun temperature during the day.   

 I had planned on arriving on June 21st, the summer solstice, the longest day of the 

year.  The summer solstice is a very important date in the Shamanistic calendar.  It represents 
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the full glory of manifestation that has been building since the winter solstice, and marks the 

beginning of the return to darkness, to complete yet another cycle in life. 

 All the planning had proven itself and we were only 2 miles from our destination 

when we camped out.  Then, one of the guides told me we might not make it the next day if it 

snows during the night.  I literally went hysterical, laughing and crying.  All that work, again 

for naught.  Thankfully, a fellow traveler was able to help me remember that it was the 

journey, not the destination that was important.  I remembered the lesson that we do our best, 

and lay it at the feet of God, unattached to the outcome.  Attachment, even to ideas, is one of 

the Mental Poisons that causes suffering.  I was, indeed, suffering.  But my fellow traveler’s 

Swami was having a diabetic spell and I was needed to give him attention.  In that moment, I 

released the attachment, helped another that was suffering and then let myself sleep in peace.   

 I woke a few hours before dawn.  The temperature was noticeably warmer, and when 

I looked out of the tent, there was no snow but millions of stars surrounding me.  I felt so 

blessed that I had made it this far, remembered the intent to evolve myself, and released my 

attachments.  I felt rewarded, as if passing a test, and promptly woke my fellow travelers.  

We would make the glacier by sunrise of the summer solstice, yet!   

 The sun crested the glacier just as we rounded the corner to witness all its glory.  It 

seemed to a few of us that the glacier greeted us personally by throwing a massive chunk of 

itself into the water as we arrived, splashing and crashing a thunderous applaud of our 

achievement.  I will never forget the feeling of awe, the actual sacredness of the space 

enveloping each of us.  We each performed our own personal ceremonies, bathed in the ice 

cold water that burned it was so cold, and then gathered bottles of the sacred water to bring 

back as gifts.   
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 We began to descend, but stopped along the way to do a ritual puja offering to the 

River Ganga, receive blessings and tea from a famous, mostly-naked guru.  This mountain 

climbing, on the warmest and longest day of the year, was so difficult, that I could not 

imagine what it would be like for the refugees leaving Tibet and crossing the mountains into 

the safety of India.  I could not begin to count the number of ‘Relational Shifts’ the Tibetans 

must have gone through: deaths, homelessness, joblessness, security, freedom, neighbors, 

and even loss of faith for many.  How was it possible that they take their sorrow and use it to 

bring goodness out into the world? The glacier was only 23 km from the current Chinese 

Occupied Tibetan border.  I thought about the fact that the mountains were the home of the 

Gods according to Vedic and Tibetan legends.  The river’s mouth must certainly have been 

part of it, so what were the current political borders?  I was in Tibet of the olden times. 
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2.4 MAPS, PICTURES, AND REAPING THE BENEFITS OF PREPARATION  
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Thinking I was in the neighborhood and how could I not try to make it on this 

pilgrimage when I am so close, I plan my trip, much to the dismay of the travel agent.  

“Wouldn’t you like a nice holiday up in Kashmir? No one goes up into these mountains.  The 

passes are only open two weeks of the year… if that!”  Just around… which corner?! 
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As we rise to a dark sky, eager to make the mouth of the Ganges River by sunrise… the 
calcium deposits in our leg muscles, from the challenging trip up the day before, are 
screaming their excitement at being awoken once again.  We aren’t sure if we can even make 
it up the piles of rocks called a path.  Finally, the summits of the Three Sisters are in view as 
the path becomes gentler for a spell.  Ecstatic and exhausted, we arrive as the sun’s ray’s 
edge over the cliffs, and a chunk of glacier crashes and splashes in a welcoming bravado.  
We made it! 
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A friend shows up out of no where… there is no vegetation around for miles, and yet, this 
small hummingbird of sorts comes to me during my ceremony and does not leave me until I 
am finished.  In Shamanism, the hummingbird symbolizes our ability to drink from the nectar 
of life. What a delight!  I am honored and give thanks. 
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 When I arrived in Dharamsala at 6am, several days later after another arduous trip 

wondering if I would make it alive, I was again exhausted, anxious, scared, thrilled, 

vulnerable and open to the manifestations of almost a year’s planning.  But, I had no plan.  I 

was not sure what I would actually be doing there for six weeks. Tashi Lhamo’s cousin, 

Sonam, was there to greet me and assure me that all would work out fine.  She had gotten me 

the last room in town, not at the $20/night nice hotel in the city, but at a $4/night room out of 

the city.  I was fortunate and thrilled to have my own balcony with monkeys, and better, I 

had my own bathroom. 
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 Before my trip, I had inquired about teachings from His Holiness, the Dalai Lama to 

make sure I had arranged my schedule around them.  I had been told there were no teachings 

happening during my eight weeks and that the Dalai Lama’s birthday celebrations on July 7th 

would crowd the city.  To my surprise, the day I arrived was the first day of a ten-day long 

teaching given by the Dalai Lama to anyone who registered with the Temple Security.   

 The teachings were attended by over 1,000 people each day from all over the world.  

Interestingly for me, there were perhaps 100 Israelis from my own traditional Jewish lineage.  

Every color, every race, every nationality, every age, all were here to seek peace and relieve 

suffering for themselves and their worlds.    

 I saw people who appeared to be North American Natives, or Oriental, or Filipino; 

however, I learned they were of Tibetan heritage.  It reminded me of the story of Atlantis, 

and the Diaspora of Atlanteans moving out into the various areas in the world, bringing with 

them their traditions, beliefs, practices—and adapting them to the environment in which they 

settled.  Perhaps this is the origin of the similar Shamanistic cultures found around the world. 

 I was fortunate to stumble into town on the right day and be available to learn from 

the Dalai Lama all that I could absorb. (See section 2.3.1 The Dalai Lama)  I was fortunate to 

have tutored with Dr. Tashi Lhamo.  Her cousin, Sonam, became like a little sister to me, and 

Tashi’s alumni were gracious, kind and a comfort for me so far from home.   

 I was also very fortunate to have been mentored by, and become friends with Dr. 

Pema Dorjee.  His graciously given time, energy and insights were gratefully received.  I am 

honored to have personally studied with him.  Although it was a short time frame with him, 

being one teacher and one student reminded me of the old ways, the Oral Traditions given by 

a Master to a Novice.   
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2.5 CURRENT TEACHINGS 

2.5.1 Dalai Lama (Ocean of Wisdom) 

 

 I was fortunate and surprised to find ‘the Teachings’ were starting the day I arrived in 

Dharamsala.  In total, he taught for about 20 days while I was there, and I was able to attend 

almost half of those in between my research interviews.  How blessed I felt to be sitting in 

the room, having him walk by only three feet away as he left, and we all crouched to bow in 

his presence. His is so humble and does not seem to want the attention but accepts it 

graciously. 

 He has a sense of humor that is infectious, as well.  He does not know if he really is 

the Re-incarnation of the Buddha, he admits, but believes he is the Reincarnation of 5th Dalai 

Lama.  What another auspicious heritage!  As the 5th Dalai Lama was already mentioned in 

Section 1.2 as the leader who brought Tibetan Medicine and culture to its height several 

hundred years ago, the 14th  is the incarnation of the one who brings Tibetan Buddhism to the 

world, and is using their suffering to better the world. 
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 On the first day I was able to attend, he spoke about the possibility of transformation 

for each of us.  He said it was possible for every one if we employed our efforts 

enthusiastically.  His template for transformation: 

1. Contemplate the 4 Noble Truths, understand we are motivated by Ignorance, 

which mistakes Karma for Suffering. 

2. Cultivate renunciation of Samsara/Avidya/Ignorance 

3. Cultivate Kindness, Compassion and Open-Mindedness until they arise naturally 

and freely 

4. Be ever vigilant in resolve not to chase negative emotions (and be careful of 

causes with potential to steer us towards negative emotions and off track.) 

5. Use Analytic meditation to genuinely reflect on what new Samsara life offered 

today (to pluck like weeds in a garden needing daily tending.)  Use intelligence to 

transform negative emotions into positive ones.   One can not sincerely come to an 

Wisdom of Emptiness Meditation (the Highest Yoga Tantra) if one has not done 

an Analytical Meditation first (and pruned the garden of weeds so as to see it 

more clearly.) Mental Poisons need a constant effort to abate them.  Dharma 

practice needs to be done 24 hours a day, every day.  The goal is to achieve 

Enlightenment.  

6. Meditate as a ‘charging of the battery’ to better equip us for living our every day 

lives. He says if one is caught in the Animal, Hungry Ghost or Demon Realms of 

Existence, they can not practice nor even desire to practice the Dharma.  Like 

food, water and sleep provide sustenance for our bodies, meditation provides 

sustenance for our spirit. 
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 He then procured several initiations on us over the next few weeks.  Initiations are 

rituals that convey teachings from a master to a novice or apprentice.  They unlock certain 

doors of universal knowledge and help a soul to evolve for their Enlightenment.  The rituals 

included cleansings and purifications, prayers and teachings, and ended with the initiation.  

They were as follows: 

1. Initiation Empowerment: purifies mind of defilements and stains of illusion 

2. Crown Initiation Empowerment: also purifies, and imprints Buddha dharma 

3. Anatara Permission Initiation Empowerment: (originated by the 5th Dalai 

Lama !) to practice and teach, and charged with commitment to do so.  The 

Anatara is split into the White Tara of Wrathfulness, who gives birth to the Green 

Tara, the Goddess of Compassion, and together they ferry us across the Ocean of 

Samsara (ignorance).  We must fight the Mental Poisons wrathfully to give birth 

to our compassion. 

4. Long Life Empowerment 

5. Initiation of Action Tantra 

6. Offering Initiation: all tied red ribbons around their eyes, and when removed, 

they symbolized the obstacles to Enlightenment being removed, as well. 

 Of course, it was an experience I will never forget in my life, even though all is 

impermanent, its imprints on my soul will forever be radiated and remind me of where I am 

bound to travel.  I brought for his birthday some of the Holy Water from the River Ganga 

glacial headwaters.  I do not know if he ever got it or not, but I laid my effort at the feet of 

God and surrendered the outcome. 
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2.5.2 Dr. Pema Dorjee 

TTM Applied to Troubled Marriages 

 To my fortune, I was able to meet Dr. Pema Dorjee, one of the Personal Physicians to 

HH the Dalai Lama, Chairman of the Central Council of Tibetan Medicine, Tibetan Doctor, 

World Re-known Teacher, Author of The Spiritual Medicine of Tibet and the epitome of 

characterization of a conscientious, caring and skilled Tibetan Doctor.  When I heard I was 

meeting him for the first time on his birthday, I brought him traditional Tibetan cakes and 

sweets to share with his office and family.  Apparently, Tibetans do not celebrate birthdays 

the way Westerners do, but he was appreciative.  

 I much appreciated the comfort of his family home, having tea with his daughter and 

friends on several occasions.  My only regret was not having taped those conversations.  

They were so interesting and covered so many disciplines and areas of interest.  His 

compassion for me and all those I witnessed around him was enlightening in itself.  He made 

it a point to make sure everyone around him was comfortable, even though he held the 

stature of a respected elder in the community. 

 He granted me several hours of taped interviews, and even offered to read my paper 

and make sure I did not misrepresent Traditional Tibetan Medicine philosophies, beliefs and 

values. During our many interviews on many different subjects, I asked him several 

questions about how suffering is healed in various circumstances.  When I first brought up 

Relational Shifts, such as divorce, he replied that Tibetans do not believe in divorce.   

 Over the centuries, most marriages were arranged by the parents.  This custom is 

common amongst many nations, but as the Tibetans Diaspora has moved more of them out 

into the world-at-large, many younger Tibetans have turned to “love-marriages” to which 
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they have been exposed through media and cross-culturization.  This term is used with 

somewhat disdain by the elders and pronounced proudly by the young spouses.  There is a 

direct break in tradition that is manifesting itself, and as it does, many Tibetans I found in 

other interviews, had gotten divorced or were contemplating it.  I did not get an impression 

that love marriages were easier than arranged ones, or visa versa.   “We see from marriage 

statistics that choice based on intuition or attraction does not ensure a ‘happily-ever-after’ 

scenario…” (Sachs, 2001) 

 Dr. Dorjee’s remedy protocol for a troubled marriage is to first make diagnosis of the 

Humors of each individual, by looking for the long-term poisonous seeds (mental poisons) 

and the immediate conditions that are presenting, as the symptoms classify what type of 

disorder is currently manifesting.  When an underlying cause is determined, the family is 

brought in to help the spouses by supporting them in their marriage.  If the family is unable 

to be supportive for whatever reason, society (community) is brought in to assist the couple.  

If neither of these help the marriage, medication is prescribed to one or both in the 

relationship.  If the diagnosis is difficult or the prognosis does not get better, then an 

Astrologer or a Monk will be brought in for rituals and making of amulets. 

   The arguments for arranged marriages over ‘love-marriages’ in their tradition, is that 

marriage is to create a partnership in life to make a home, raise a family, educate children, 

and help to create a stable and secure daily life.  Marriage should not be attached to sexuality 

or passion.  I’m not sure that all Tibetans agree with that, or even a majority, but it is the 

recognized traditional value. 

 Traditions are certainly in flux for the Tibetans as they assimilate into the world at 

large.  The children, not to mention the monks, are exposed to things they have never been 
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exposed to before. Opportunities to live one’s truth are greater than ever possible in their 

Shangri-La world, prior to the invasion of the Chinese.   

 Even in the Tibetan community, the Dalai Lama has told monks to not be monks if 

they do not want that for their lives.  Many have dis-robed to live a ‘normal’ life working in 

the world and raise a family.  Most never chose to become monks at six years old when they 

are sent away.  But it is the tradition, and one that is nearing the end of its cycle, I am sorry to 

witness.  I also witness my need to let go of my attachment to what they mean to me as 

monks.  I remember they are souls in human form and have every right that I do to pursue 

happiness and fulfillment, not by tradition, but by their individual truth. 

 When I brought up these points and changed the word from divorce to “Relational 

Shifts” and gave these and other examples to Dr. Dorjee or his associates, or various monks 

and high priests, they agreed that Tibetans are indeed suffering from several Relational Shifts 

in their homes, their day to day lives, their traditions and even marriages. 

Central Council Of Tibetan Medicine 

 During one of our discussions, Dr. Dorjee asked my assistance, of which I was 

honored to oblige him.  I wrote for him a letter on behalf of the Central Council of Tibetan 

Medicine in an effort to raise awareness of and funds for this important goal.  It is as follows: 

Dear Supporters of Traditional Tibetan Medicine: 

The Central Council of Tibetan Medicine (Che-thoe-men-pai-lhen-tsok), is the 
equivalent of the American Medical Association for Traditional Tibetan Medicine.  It 
was set up in January, 2004, under approval from HH, the 14th Dalai Lama, and under 
direction of the Department of Health, Central Tibetan Administration, Tibetan 
Government-in-Exile. 
 
The Central Council has full responsibility to monitor, register and give recognition 
to all Tibetan Medical practitioners, Medical Colleges and all production of Tibetan 
Medicine.  It is also responsible to implement projects for the long-term development 
of Tibetan Medicine.  The Council consists of three physicians from Men-Tsee-
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Khang (Tibetan Medical and Astrological Institute, Dharamsala, India), and four 
private physicians, including one reserved seat for the physicians of Bon Medical 
tradition, and the last seat for one allopathic physician appointed by the above 
mentioned Department of Health. 
 
More than 100 Tibetan physicians from India, Nepal and Europe participated in the 
first two-day Conference of Traditional Tibetan Doctors.  Other Medical Colleges 
under this auspicious Council include the Chagpori Medical College, in Darjeeling, 
the Sarnath Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, in Varanasi, which is affiliated 
with the Deemed University  in India, and the Bum-shi School of Bon Medical 
Tradition in Nepal, all three established in 1990.  Over 400 Traditional Tibetan 
Medicine physicians have graduated from these reputed institutes to date from 5-year 
degree programs.  These students are from the Himalayan Kingdom, Russia, and 
Mongolia. 
 
Unfortunately, the Tibetan Medical System is known with different names in various 
parts of the Himalayan Kingdom.  It is known as Amchi System of Medicine in 
Ladakh; Bhutanese Traditional Medicine in Bhutan; Buddhist Medicine or Himalayan 
Medicine in other parts of the Himalayan region.  The preferred name in the 
Himalayan Kingdom is Sowa Rigpa System of Medicine under the SoRig Association 
of medical practitioners. 
 
It was agreed imperative to hold regular meetings among the physicians of the 
Medical Systems with the aims and objectives to preserve and promote this medical 
tradition and to contribute for the well-being of all humanity. 
 
There are currently two projects in the works for which the Central Council of 
Tibetan Medicine is trying to raise funds. 
… (The two mentioned are already passed and do not need the reader to take time on 
my marketing skills on behalf of the Council)… 
 
Donations may be sent through the Tibet House, in New York, for a tax-deductible 
write-off.  Please be sure to put in regards to the Central Council. 
 

 We hope this letter will raise awareness through my coming website and assist to 
raise funds for this worthy cause… 
 
 
2.5.3 His Holiness,  the 33rd Menri Trizin 

 I was also fortunate to be granted an audience with a taped interview of His Holiness, 

the 33rd Menri Trizin, Lung tok Tenpai Nyima, the Head Spiritual Leader of the Bon 

Religion.  He explained that Bon is all about Compassion and Enlightenment, that Bon is the 
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Actual Path.  Their links to other world cultures of Shamanistic origin were pictured on his 

wall with a plaque from the Canadian Squawmish Tribe.  He was excited to hear about my 

studies with the Peruvian Q’uero Shaman and how similar many of their philosophies and 

practices were to their own.  Of the things we spoke, he confirmed for me that Bon, indeed, 

was linked with the other Shamanistic cultures around the world that supposedly had no 

communication between them.   

 He allowed two monks to spend the afternoon with me, spilling over the Four 

Tantras, the ancient medical, astrological and spiritual texts.  I had so many questions for 

them, they asked me if I was a shaman!  It was a difficult interview on many levels and I 

should have left it for the latter part of my research.  They did not want to be videotaped even 

though their high priest allowed us to videotape his interview.  They believed it would take a 

part of them away.  However, they did allow us to audio tape our two hours.  It took fourteen 

hours with a translator to transcribe the notes!  

 I did not sleep for days prior to our interview trying to read up and prepare with 

excellent questions.  Unfortunately, it was my first video interview and on that level was a 

mess.  Still, having a chance to see their monastery, hear their chants, see their texts, and 

confirm my suspicions that their rituals and philosophies were akin to my own training, I felt 

I had known the place in a short time.   

 As we drove away into the sunset, I realized I was very upset at how things had gone.  

I could recognize my clenched jaw, my racing heart, my itchy skin and agitated mind, but it 

was so powerful, and I had not replenished myself in days to combat the fatigue.  I felt 

powerless to my anger and hurt pride that I was not better prepared. 
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 It took me three days to recuperate from that arduous trip, but I was learning many 

things about myself that I had thought I had already overcome.  Thankfully, the Dalai Lama’s 

teachings reminded me that I must continually weed the garden of my mind from anger, 

attachment and close-mindedness.   

 I realized that I had totally set myself up for the suffering I was enduring.  I had a 

specific agenda that I thought was so well planned that nothing could go wrong--first wrong 

thinking.  I was attached to my plans and not open to what might come of it if I just 

surrendered to the process or to God.  I was even angry at myself for being angry at myself.  

It was a no-win situation unless I was going to let go of my attachments, start breathing, get 

some sleep,  relax, eat… take care of my self. 

 Here I had just done a ceremony for my self up at headwaters of the River Ganges, 

and promised to always take care of myself with love and compassion and kindness, yet I 

was berating and shaming myself for not having done so.  The cycle of suffering 

compounded on itself.  Thankfully, in witnessing the cycle, I was able to consciously work to 

break it.  I cancelled all appointments, bought great food and a book, took a long shower, and 

hid in my room for three days reading a science fiction fantasy novel.  Just the medicine I 

needed to rest, rejuvenate and return to my vigorous schedule of interviews, teachings and 

socializing with the friends I had made. 

 Studying the principal philosophies of Shamanism, Yoga, Buddhism, Divination and 

Traditional Chinese Medicine over the past decade guided me through the most difficult time 

in my life surrounding my divorce.  My Yoga Teacher Training certification and continuing 

education has been the truest path to self-discovery.  It has helped me release my limitations 

and become open to flexibility in body, mind and spirit. Incorporating Svadhyaya (self and 
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relationships study), Isvaranprandidhana (quality of action while surrendering attachment to 

expected outcomes), and Mirror Work of the Shamans were all distinctly part of my life’s 

transformations by reducing Klesas (causes of suffering.)  

 Without Isvaranprandidhana, it would have been very hard to do our best when it felt 

as if there were no rewards in sight.  Understanding that we could forego future negative 

Karma--for our daughter, our selves, our family and friends, and community at large--was the 

impetus.  Learning to find goodness and enjoy life where it seemed there was none was 

transformational for each of us through the divorce as we learned to let go of our 

expectations of particular outcomes or modalities of ‘normal family’ relationships. 

 One very helpful thought process for me was that ‘Yoga is ALL PRACTICE.’  Life is 

a continuous practice of living.  ‘How do we practice?’ leads us to question, ‘How do we 

live?’  In Yoga, cloudiness that shrouds the mind from clarity and unbalances the body is 

called Avidya (describing false perceptions caused by Fear or Ignorance.)  Samsara 

(habituation of actions and perceptions that create mental impressions) can also cloud the 

clarity of the consciousness.  Samsara builds up a residue of film or layers another veil over 

our consciousness.   

 Consciousness is an aspect of character.  Thoughts manifest into actions, actions 

become habits, and habits harden into character.  A goal of Yoga is to reduce the film or veils 

of Avidya (ignorance)  and the repetitive cycles of Samsara, freeing our minds from suffering 

and allowing our selves to heal on all levels once the mind releases the pain and suffering. 

 Yoga, Buddhism, Mirror Work, and Traditional Tibetan Medicine offer cures for 

suffering through teaching concepts of impermanence, compassion and wisdom.  (M. E. 

Cameron, 2004b) Yoga philosophies helped me to practice awareness of myself in 
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potentially negative events. When we allow ourselves to witness our challenges, whether in a 

posture or a relational situation of life, how we come to it, and work into it and through it, 

and come out of it are all parts of the whole.  Mirror Work helped me to witness myself in 

relationship to others or my beliefs, words and actions.  Buddhism gave me the practical 

tools to apply to thereby correct my thinking and actions.   

 This was transforming for me as I contemplated the realities of divorcing a man I 

vowed ‘to love till death due us part’, or in climbing a mountain, or raising a daughter...  In 

learning to practice living these principles, and looking for the evolutionary process, we were 

able to find the wisdom to accept the shift gracefully rather than a haphazard crisis to 

survive.  We consciously worked towards making our Relational Shift a positive outcome for 

all our family through the tenets of understanding, compassion and open-mindedness. This is 

not to say there were not any problems.  There were plenty of heart-wrenching moments 

along the way, but with awareness, we were able to come back to our goal, which was to give 

our daughter the tools to best deal with the inevitable suffering one goes through simply by 

being alive. 

 All this, and more, led me to choose Traditional Tibetan Medicine as my research 

topic for SPAN regarding its Philosophies and Practices in Applications to Suffering Due to 

‘Relational Shifts.’ 
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 Now that I have studied Traditional Tibetan Medicine, it seems to all fit together.  I 

see that the combination of learning Yoga, Chinese Medicine, Shamanism, Astrology and 

Buddhism, (amongst other philosophies including my own familial tradition of Judaism,) has 

helped me in reducing the inevitable pain in my life.  Their interwoven teachings helped me 

in re-training myself out of negative habits into more positive habits.  This cycle of suffering, 

or Samsara, creates habituation of our actions or thoughts that define us in relation to what 

gives us either of these reactions.   

 For example, like Pavlov’s dog, when we hear a particular ring on our cell phone 

which we know is attached to a particular person, depending on how we relate to that person 

calling, we will automatically jump into our cycle of habituation.  If we love to hear from 

that person, than we will fill with endorphins and feel happy, perhaps our posture becomes 

more erect or our face naturally smiles.  On the other hand, if we do not relate well with the 

person associated with that ring, we might find our face in a scowl or that our posture sinks 

and our mood dampens. The following chart has a few examples to help us watch ourselves 

in our habitual reactions to favorable and not-favorable actions. 

Negative Habits Positive Habits 
shallow breathing deep breathing 
sunken postures erect postures 
pessimistic attitudes optimistic attitudes 
attachments detachment from outcomes 
jealousies graciousness 
judgments tolerance 
hostilities friendliness 
delusions clarity of thoughts 
close-mindedness open-mindedness 

(M. E. Cameron, 2004a) 
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 I believe that becoming aware of these habits helped me through my divorce.  

Becoming self-aware of my thoughts, words and actions allowed me the opportunity to 

lessen the sufferings throughout the process of the divorce, and the many “Relational Shifts” 

it set off, by practicing the healing techniques I learned to change my negative habits.  Better 

yet, I had techniques and new positive habits to offer my daughter and my ex-husband that 

helped us become a better family.   

 Not only did they recognize a change in me, but they were able to then witness their 

own habits and work to evolve out of negative ones and nurture the positive ones.  These 

teachings and our personal experiences of them are comprised in our upcoming book on 

‘Relational Shifts,’ entitled “Abnormally Normal: A Family Doesn’t Have to End Because a 

Marriage Does.” 

 Even though Relational Shifts happen with any type of relationship, from business to 

mentor/pupil, from communal to ideological, in our book, we use divorce as the analogy for 

Relational Shifts.  A conservative estimate of 50% of the marriages in the USA end in 

divorce and we see propaganda always depicting a disastrous pivotal event for the demise of 

a family.  We disagree.  We believe that there are techniques that can be learned and applied 

to lessen suffering in a world where it is a constant, inevitable factor of life. Unfortunately, 

often the lessons we learn in our culture are quite contrary to this view.  Often, we are taught 

to suppress our feelings, feign the appearance of happiness, and not bother to take the time to 

heal our wounds of body, heart, mind, and soul. 

 But on the path to Enlightenment, we are charged to heal our wounds of body, heart, 

mind and soul.  If we are to practice the Dharma, we must examine closely the seeds of our 

minds that cause us suffering, and daily pluck their weeds from choking off our garden. 
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3.1 RELATIONSHIPS: ENERGY, ELEMENTS AND MIRROR WORK 

“Relationships are the most difficult form of Dharma.”  

         --Ram Dass 

 If Dharma is the Path to Enlightenment through self study, then relationships are the 

clearest mirror to get an authentic perspective of the self in action.  We can each say, “I 

would never… could never!...”  Even if we have been in that same situation of Karma, or 

have the open mind that we do not know someone else’s Karma unless we walk in their 

shoes, there is no righteousness in judging them.  How we relate to them in their shoes will 

be reflected in how they relate to us.   

 I propose Relationships are live entities, phenomena in and of themselves.  

Relationships can be between individual people, as in marriage, family, work associates, 

friends, mentors, students, as so forth.  Relationships can exist between peoples, nations, 

institutions, teams, congregations or communities.  They can also be with ideas, cosmologies, 

beliefs, traditions, and habits which underlie thoughts, words, actions and manifestations.  

Religions, or other institutions with particular dogma, that we associate our selves with, 

whether academic, professional, or artistic, are based upon values and beliefs, traditions and 

practices that make up the habits of those relationships. 

 I invite the reader to consider my hypothesis. 

 Relationships are collections of habits, basically.  They contain many various 

components of habits: breath calibrations, postures, attitudes, attachments, jealousies, 

integrity, judgments and tolerances, hostilities and kindness, betrayals and forgiveness, pride 

and humility, joy and sorrow, compassion and vengeances, contentment and restlessness, 

delusions and clarity, love and hate… All of these require ENERGY! 
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 Habits require use of energy to be instigated, maintained, or destroyed.  Or, habits 

may replenish energy.  One way or another, even new scientific research within Quantum 

physics explains that energy is neither created nor destroyed, but simply transformed from 

one state to another at any give moment.  It flows, absorbs and gathers, or disperses, 

reverberates, reflects or resonates, depending upon the space or environment containing it. 

 The Vedic Scriptures speak of energy/Prana as life force in much the same way as 

Quantum Physics, and Chinese Medicine speaks of Qi—that energy that binds yet separates 

all manifestations.  Today, we can scientifically measure energy and describe it by the 

frequency of vibration.  Even thought waves can be measured.  Vibrations resonate, so what 

‘vibes’ we put out there or sow, are the ‘vibes’ we reap, otherwise known as Karma.  

 Pertaining to marriages, partnerships or associations, when we make some contract, 

ceremony or ritual to create a union, (or simply do so with habitual thoughts, words, actions, 

deeds, or interactions,) if we do so without the realization that it will at some point shift,  

then we create a scenario for disastrous suffering when the obvious finally happens.  Under 

those circumstances, until the shift, we either live in the ‘bliss of Ignorance’ and are shocked 

into a harsh reality when it does manifest, or we live in continuous suffering for fear of the 

coming change. We may struggle to keep our attachments long after their usefulness for 

growth and happiness are exhausted.  This can be likened to a fetus outgrowing the womb. If 

it does not leave, eventually the nurturing womb becomes a decaying tomb.  If we do not 

allow transformation or evolution to take place, we may cause horrible suffering or even 

death. 

 In the movie, ‘Tibetan Book of the Dead,’ I noted the breakdown of the 100 deities 

we encounter in the place our soul enters just after death and stays for 49 days while we are 
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tested to face our faith and our fears by 48 peaceful and 52 wrathful deities, respectively.  

This led me to contemplate if we actually live with these demons while we are alive in 

human form.  Few people are taught about them, and how to attract or deflect them.   

 Shamanism teaches that most of the world is simply tossed from one deity to the next, 

asleep in the ‘hood’ of victim (victim hood), of life’s ups and downs, rather than waking up 

consciously and taking control of one’s life, emotions, thoughts, feelings, words, actions… 

creations.  These are all ways of Relating that Mirror Work provides us to study our selves. 

 If the Buddhist theory that states all phenomena, whether in the macro or 

microcosmic planes, are formed by the five elements, then are Relationships a phenomena of 

the elements, as well?  I believe the Elements can be referred to the phenomena found in 

Relationships, as well.  Water provides fluidity and smoothness, and it nourishes and 

cleanses the body, the home, the environment, and all aspects that a healthy relationship 

would want.  But water can seep into the ground, over-saturate and flood or even drown, as 

well.  Sexuality and our emotions are two examples that are represented by Water and 

fluidity.  Water, like emotions, flow and nourish our good and bad Karmic seeds.  It can 

create, sustain or destroy relationships, love and even life, itself, depending on their balance 

in one’s self and one’s relationships.  When fluid, our character becomes malleable and is 

better able to secure sustainability of relationships.   

 This flow creates, sustains or stalls Air/Wind, which governs movement, circulation, 

growth and thoughts of life-force in a Relationship so that stagnancy does not putrefy the 

organic makings of the relationship.  Air/Wind can also create sandstorms, tornadoes and 

hurricanes which can rip relationships out of their groundings.  Air symbolizes the thoughts 

that spring up from our emotions.  Wind begins out of no where, it seems sometimes, and 
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then changes speed or direction without any harness to control it, and represents how our 

thoughts can change like the wind unless we control them. 

  Air, in turn, fuels Fire which drives growth into action.  It then develops and absorbs 

the elements into a union of one entity and burns away what is not necessary for optimal 

health of a relationship.  Fire also represents Passion.  When doused, there is apathy.  When 

fueled, Fire can also burn, scar, even consume and destroy everything in its path when out of 

control.   

 This synthesized entity is a securely structured and stable Relationship manifested by 

Earth.  Earth provides the environment that sustains us.  It has ground to walk or live on.  It 

grows vegetation to shelter and feed us.  It sustains an atmosphere from which we can 

breathe.  But it can also have potholes, quicksand, natural disasters, and, conversely can be 

damaged from people’s overuse or abuse.  Too much Earth can dam Water, squelch a Fire, 

block the Wind, and take up Space.   

 The Space is the place where Relationship exists.  Space/Metal allow the other 

elements to interact and coexist like any good relationship needs, and Metal provides the 

analytical tools necessary to cut away the Mental Poisons, or weeds that would overgrow and 

choke off the garden if left untended.  But too much Space can not contain the Relationship, 

and the elements will not gravitate toward one another, and too much Metal can either weigh 

down the relationship or if wielded unskillfully, can cut away essential parts of the 

Relationship. 

 When a Relationship shifts from one transitory stage to another, or dies off 

completely, the elements can degenerate, figuratively speaking.  A Buddhist saying is, 

“Emptiness is Form. Form is Emptiness.” The paradox can be explained in terms of 
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Relationships.  We are nothing but that which can relate/compare/contrast to what we are not.  

Relationship describes us as perceived connections and distinctions.  Without having 

something to relate to, we have nothing to prove our existence from emptiness.   

  For example, if Space were to become void or filled to the brim, either side of the 

spectrum, it could threaten the fluidity, flow, and the flexibility of a Relationship. Air’s 

movement that drove the Relationship forward may dissipate or be stifled. Without Air, 

Fire’s passion that developed the Relationship may dwindle or die out, which would threaten 

the stability and security of the Earth element in Relationship.  This shows that imbalance in 

any of the Cosmo-physical Elements of a Relationship can disrupt the harmony in any or all 

of the elements. 

 Another elemental example would be a ‘spark’ of Anger.  Small as a spark may be, if 

un-tended it could create a forest fire.  A person might lose their temper, their blood pressure 

rises, they put out angry vibes which resonate and perhaps spark off another fire in ‘relation’ 

and another one rages out of control if not tamed—like an escalating argument.  Medicine 

can not cure this ill temper.  Only taming of the mind can control the fire and contain it for 

purposeful and skilled use. 

 As for the psychological aspects of Shamanism and its evolutionary path in 

Relationship, the use of Mirror Work is best shown in the following chart: 

 

MIRRORS 
People, places, things, 

ideas, jobs, highway, games 

CLEAR MIRROR 
Other does or is Thing you 

value as good 

SMOKEY MIRROR 
Other does or is Thing  

not so valued 
ACCEPTANCE of 

evolution and self-study 
Inspirational Humble Compassion, 

Recognize Own issues 
DENIAL of need to study 

self or evolve 
Disrespect, Judge, Envy Blame, Shame, Disrespect 

(Pratt) 
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 To re-phrase again, if one is ‘aware’ of the Mirror Work that relationships provide, 

they may use the work for inspiration, grow humbleness and compassion, and recognize their 

own issues associated with the triggering Mirror.  If one is ‘unaware’ of Mirror Work, or 

denies their need of it for evolution and self-evaluation, they will most like rationalize their 

triggers as the fault of their negative emotions, using disrespect, blame, shame, judgment to 

hide their envy or own feelings of unworthiness. 

  

3.2 SUFFERING OF MENTAL POISONS VS. HAPPINESS & HEALING 

 Pain or suffering, DUHKHA  in some form or another, is an inevitable factor of life.  

We have discussed the Buddhist theory that says everything within the universe is in a 

constant state of flux, that all phenomena are characterized by impermanence, and that the 

only permanent feature is impermanence. The Buddha said, “All creations are transitory.”  

The Buddha traced the root cause of all suffering to the concept of Ignorance. (Fundamentals 

of tibetan medicine2001) 

 According to Buddhism, the first cause of Suffering which leads to illness or dis-ease 

is Ignorance, or Wrong-Thinking, about what makes us happy.  Ignorance of the natural life 

cycle of generation, maturation, degeneration allows us room to interpret that there is another 

potential.  Buddhists say this is “wrong-thinking” and causes much suffering in the world for 

each of us.  Ignorance is also caused by the Denial or Delusion that we have self-study to do, 

as noted in the above chart on Mirror Work. 

 Wrong thinking can be described by the three Mental Poisons, as mentioned earlier: 

Attachment/Greed/Desire are forms of the first mental poison and are associated with Wind.  
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These emotions may drive us wild like the wind, frantic like a blind horse running wild with 

no control over the mind, ultimately making the mind not sound. (Dorjee, NP) 

 Ignorance of Impermanence, in Buddhist thought, leads to Attachments to 

people/ideas/things, creating Desire for them, Fear of not getting or losing them, Greed to 

horde more and more of them, difficulty letting go of Addictions of all kinds.  This can lead 

to Anger/Hostility/Hatred towards anything we see as a threat to our Attachments. 

 Within relationship, this suffering is actualized through irritability, rage, antagonism, 

aggression, and abuse, whether to others, the environment or one’s self.  We next become 

Deluded that our wrong thoughts and actions are justifiable.  We are Confused by our 

rationalizations which sprout buds off the leaf of Close-Mindedness, creating a veil that 

makes it seem like no other options towards happiness are available. Manifestations of these 

forms of suffering may pose as denial, judgmental attitudes, and lack of understanding or 

insight.  We may even find that we do not know how to be happy, and this creates fear of 

continued suffering. This all adds up to suffering continuously within these poisons, and 

eventually leads to illness/dis-ease on any combinations of spiritual, emotional, mental, 

physical and socio-economic levels.  These Mental Poisons affect all our relationships, 

whether to people, things, places or ideas. 

 Suffering is the opposite of Happiness. Happiness is witnessed through the existence 

and cultivation of Love, Compassion, Kindness, Peace, Contentment, Responsibility, 

Altruism, Joy, Patience, Humility, Tolerance, Forgiveness… all of which promote Well-

Being, Excellence, Self-actualization, Integrity, Meaning, Optimal Health, and Flourishing.  

 We can create Healing on various levels by transforming suffering into happiness.  

Step Four of the 12-Step Program calls for Fearless Inventory of Ourselves.  Before we can 
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heal our suffering, we will need to be able to name it.  Admitting to our own greed or 

delusions may be difficult, but without doing so, we will continue to live a life of suffering.  

 When we realize our own self-designed prisons that we have built through Ignorance 

accrued in our lives, we recognize the Ignorance has to do with the fantasies about what we 

expect to make us happy, from outside ourselves.  The poor choices we make in life out of 

fear add to, or escalate our unhappiness, imbalances, illnesses and greater suffering. 

 When we recognize Attachments/Desires/Greed/Addictions to people, ideas or things, 

we can then consciously work to heal the suffering by learning to meditate on Impermanence 

and the meaning of continuous change—that we are unable to make permanent that which is 

impermanent, and to stop placing our expectations of what is impermanent to bring us true 

life-long happiness rather than the momentary high associated with our desire.  We can 

practice Contentment, Altruism, Responsibility, and Peace, allowing for healthy limits in 

taxing situations. 

 When we recognize Hostility/Anger/Aggression/Hatred to people, ideas, or things, we 

can then consciously work to heal the suffering by meditating on and practicing limitless 

Compassion, cultivating Kindness, Equanimity, Patience, Forgiveness, and Love.  This is not 

to say that there are not times when Direct Destruction of that which hold you back from 

your authentic self are worthy endeavors. If all is impermanent, it will pass. 

 When we recognize the most difficult to unveil, Delusion/Confusion/Close-

Mindedness, we can then consciously work to heal the suffering by meditating on Wisdom, 

allowing ourselves to see clearly the way things are and a view of the bigger picture, not just 

as we want things to be in our own world we have created.  By cultivating and practicing 

Open-Mindedness, Patience, Humility, Tolerance, and Peace—all these elements combine to 
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create WISDOM.  We find we are able to unveil the clouds of Delusion, and open our minds 

and hearts, release the suffering, and cultivate happiness. 

 Happiness comes from the transformative and healing process of purifying the mud of 

our lives by creating a beautiful garden from the nourishment of that mud.  Our gardens 

grown best when tilled with manure! And, the lotus, a symbol of Buddhism and Hinduism, 

represents the perfect flower that unfolds a thousand lives, and its pure beauty can only be 

grown from the muck of life that could suck one down to drown. 

 Healing is often thought of as making things all better, but that does not necessarily 

mean bringing that thing back to the same state as prior to the illness or dis-ease.  Better to 

bring it to the next level of evolution and health.  This requires doing your best and not 

having expectations of what the outcome should be when thinking of healing, especially in 

relationships. 

 

3.3 HEALING PRACTICE OF TONGLEN 

 Tonglen Meditation is very simple to begin with and then gradually becomes a bit 

harder.  The highest level is truly the hardest to overcome.  See how it affects you in your 

difficult relationships. 

1. Think of someone you love who is hurting that you wish you could help. Now 
imagine your breath miraculously exchanging oxygen for carbon dioxide in 
each and every cell of your entire body.  Coming back to your loved one, 
imagine you breathe in their pain and with the breath it miraculously 
exchanges into warm fuzzies, love, tenderness, caring.  Give them as many 
breaths as feels comfortable to you and then stop. 

2. Next think of someone you do not know or like so well but have witnessed 
their pain or suffering and practice the breath meditation again, breathing in 
their pain while each and every cell works to miraculously change their pain 
into tender loving care and warm fuzzies, or whatever words you like. 

3. Next try it for people in the world that you do not know anything about. 
4. Next, do it for yourself! 
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5. Lastly, and most difficult, do it for your worst enemies.  Understand that they 
suffer too, and no one wants to suffer, but many feel they deserve it.  Wash 
away their pain on your breath and feel the energy in the world change. 

 

 As I recognize the Dharma in my life more each day, I am grateful to have found the 

practical remedies of meditating on impermanence when suffering from attachment, which 

helps when I’m overcome with greed or desire.  Meditating on compassion (such as the 

above mentioned Tonglen practice) when I’m raging with anger or wanting revenge has not 

only calmed me, but the one who is the target of the rage, as well as everyone else around 

that picks up those negative emotions.  Meditating on open-minded wisdom when I am 

clouded by close-mindedness has helped me to realize there are other options than only my 

way of doing things, yet that does not make me unworthy, but more worthy when I allow 

others to do things their way if it is better or even just different. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

 In conclusion, the current state of Traditional Tibetan Medicine is as it has always 

been, in one of flux: whether politically, socially, physically, communally, relationally, 

educationally or spiritually, blending or fragmenting evolutions occur as any one of these 

states change.  This, therefore, affects and manifests change in all others states of being-ness.  

Is this nature to be seen as illness, or evolution? I say, it has proven itself to evolve and yet 

kept the core concepts from diluting in the Diaspora.  This is the mission, of sorts, of the 

Central Council of Traditional Tibetan Medicine, to evolve out into the world a unique blend 

of history’s most survived traditions in health over thousands of years.   

 The fact that it is difficult to implement research of TTM in today’s modern scientific 

methodology is simply a demonstration that the practice towards an individual.  It follows 

that a whole being within a whole society and world could never be put into a box of 

statistics that prove something “works 70% of the time on 60% of the people under these 

specific conditions.”  The one practice underneath all the foundations of TTM is to treat each 

individual based on their individual lives, and how they fit into the community at large.   

 You first look at your lifestyle (including any Mental Poisons) and diet, and then 

make necessary changes.  When that does not do enough to balance the energies, one may 

move to bodywork or herbs and medicines.  When medicines fail, an astrologer or lama 

(monk) is brought in to assess if there are spirits or deities creating dis-harmony, or if it is in 

the stars as part of their Karmic debt, there are Torchueys that can be performed to alleviate 

the suffering. 
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 All is created, manifested and destroyed.  These states are contained in the concept of 

impermanence.  Everything is in one of these states at any given point.  Ignorance of this 

concept is the root of all suffering according to TTM.  Ignorance of this concept allows the 

garden seeds of attachment/greed/desire to spring out of our selves like weeds.  When we can 

not name those weeds in our garden, we are unable to pluck them as they appear, and do not 

recognize that they choke off the seeds that will grow our happiness in life. 

 Understanding impermanence—Wisdom, is the underlying key point to end all 

suffering.  Impermanence fertilizes the anger/aggression/hatred weeds that overgrow our 

Compassion.  As we lose compassion, whether for our selves or others (for they are 

intertwined), we lose the ability to keep an open mind—Clarity.  We become deluded in our 

rationalizations and justifications of our anger, jealousy or intolerance.  These mental poisons 

are attachment, anger and delusion. They are at the basis of suffering and will manifest 

themselves into physical illness or imbalance of the energies. Acceptance of the wisdom of 

the mental poisons and their cures leads to happiness by way of removing suffering. When 

we apply these philosophies and techniques of Traditional Tibetan Medicine to the 

“Relational Shifts” in our lives, personally, professionally or ideologically, then we can weed 

out suffering and cultivate happiness in our selves, and our relations in and to the 

world/universe. 

 The sad facts are that the Chinese Occupation of Tibet has:  

• killed over one million Tibetans,  
• imprisoned hundreds of thousands ‘political dissidents,’  
• tortured monks and nuns in atrocious and inhumane ways,  
• displaced over one hundred thousand refugees,  
• destroyed over 6,000 monasteries and shrines and all their religious artifacts,  
• demolished land and animal preserves…  
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 In response to all these horrific things that can be likened to manure in life, the Dalai 

Lama has charged his people--despite the losses they have incurred--with making the best of 

it and sharing their wisdom, compassion and clarity with the world at large.   

 All is impermanent.   

 When we apply these lessons to the suffering involved in a relationship that is ending 

or shifting from one thing to another, then we can honor the journey of the relationship as 

something of the universe.   

 I offer these tenets for personal and societal evolution and happiness.  These may be 

applied to any Relational Shift, whether a re-structuring of a family through divorce or 

marriage, or by shifting from a free and capable, independent individual or nation to a 

dependant, refugee status, as Tibet and its people have become. 

• Let the manure of life fertilize our gardens to grow our Wisdom, Compassion and 

Clarity of Mind.  These are the cures for suffering from Mental Poisons.   

• Let us be inspired to learn from the Tibetans and their holistic view of health, life and 

happiness.   

• Let us understand impermanence so that we may till the garden of our selves and 

cultivate nourishing beauty in this world, beauty of thoughts that spring into words 

that grow into actions and branch into habits that sustain a well-tilled garden.   

• Let us remember that all gardens will grow weeds unless tended continuously.  

• Let us witness that the right conditions will give the seeds the elements they need to 

grow, and there will be seasons when our work will be more arduous than others.   

• Let us have patience with our selves and others as we learn to name and tame our 

weeds in the garden of our Self.   
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• Let us be aware that some need certain weeds to soak up aspects of our personal 

Self’s garden that are not helpful to our optimally healthful garden—even arsenic is a 

remedy for certain conditions when prepared, prescribed and taken correctly.   

 To further that last concept, to plant a particular flower in an acidic soil may cause its 

death.  However, when another plant is next to it that soaks up the acidity in the ground, it 

may allow that flower to live as an evolved version of its former Self (an evolved hybrid) that 

will eventually become hardier in the acidic soil. While that second plant may not be 

something we want to cultivate due to its possible negative qualities, it may be a necessary 

factor in the healthful growth conditions of the flower we do choose to plant in an unfriendly 

environment.   

 This analogy is applicable to our Selves and all our relations.  We may have 

conditions we are born into that are not nourishing to our optimal health.  We may have to 

add elements or behaviors to our garden of Self to make it a livable environment for our Self.  

For example, if we are living in an environment where anger is the dominant plant, we may 

wish to cultivate compassion within that environment.   We may have to plant the seeds of 

compassion for our Self, and enough of them, to actually move our Self out of the toxic 

environment.   

 As children, we may not have this choice or ability, so we develop coping “seeds” 

that help us navigate through the anger and hostility.  We may have to grow our own anger to 

be strong enough to push out of our own garden other people’s weeds of anger.  This may 

fuel their anger, possibly to a combustible point.  How we deal with our anger is the key to 

having compassion.  Often, people will not allow themselves to name their anger, as anger 

depicts a picture of a not very nice person.   
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 But every person has seeds of anger in them.  The trick is to see it and name it and 

pluck it, but that takes time to learn and practice.  Most of us take time to learn things, and 

the lessons must be repeated over and over.  And to learn well, the lessons must become 

harder and harder so we are prepared for further deeper lessons.  We do not weed anger out 

of our lives forever.  That is ignorance in our face once again—attaching to an idea that we 

have overcome some life lesson.   

 If we have learned all there is to learn on earth, than our souls no longer need to cycle 

through human life, according to the Dharma.  We are here simply to learn and grow and 

evolve.  Just like Tibetan Medicine.   

 In conclusion, my interpretation of my life’s lessons, combined with the philosophies 

and practices found in the foundations of Traditional Tibetan Medicine, leads me to believe 

that the suffering involved in Relational Shifts can be ameliorated by applying and 

integrating those techniques and practices.  Relational Shifts are the transformation of a 

defined relationship into something else.  They often are triggers for suffering.  I re-state that 

if we are prepared in life for Relational Shifts by waking up to the path of Enlightenment 

through self-evaluation, we will suffer less and be content and happy more. 

  

 Scientific research has proven that a cheery outlook sustains health in patients better 

than those with a dismal outlook on life.  One of the greatest lessons, from Dr. Pema Dorjee, 

is to genuinely “SMILE three times a day.”  May this paper have a positive impact on its 

readers and their happiness in life.  
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APPENDIX: Allegorical Trees 

 

 The first tree has two trunks.  One 

trunk represents a healthy body with the 

proper alignment of the three divisions of 

the 3 humors (Wind, Bile, Phlegm), 7  

bodily constituents (nutritional essence, 

blood, muscle tissue, fat or fatty tissue, 

bones, marrow and regenerative fluid), and 

3 excretions (feces, urine, perspiration) as 

the general categories of the branches, and 

the leaves give the details of each, 

respectively.  The second trunk has nine 

branches that represents the body with the 

diseased body.  

The first branch has three leaves, 
which stand for the three specific 
distant causes of disorder: 
attachment, hatred and close-
mindedness.  The second branch 
bears four leaves depicting the 
four conditions that trigger 
disorders: seasonal changes, 
demons, diet and behavior.  The 
third branch has six leaves 
representing the six areas of 
inception of diseases. The fourth 
branch possesses three leaves 
showing the main locations of 
the three humors.  The fifth 
branch has fifteen leaves, which 
illustrate the pathways of the 
humors.  The sixth branch has 
nine leaves representing the 
humoral diseases in relation to 
age, places of occurrence, 
maturation period and seasonal 
changes.  The seventh branch has 
nine leaves signifying the nine 
incurable cases. The eighth 
branch shows 12 leaves depicting 
the side effects of in-appropriate 
treatment. The ninth and last 
branch has two leaves, which 
illustrates the fact that all 
diseases can be either hot or cold 
disorders.” (Men-Tsee-Khang) 
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 The second tree has only one trunk.  

It teaches the methods of diagnosis: the 

examination of the tongue and urine, the 

pulse diagnosis and the questioning of the 

patient regarding the symptoms of the 

disease, the way of living.  It has three 

branches and 29 leaves representing one of 

the disorders or combinations of disorders 

of the humors, constituents or excrements.  

 

 “The third tree deals with 

therapeutic methods, diet, behavior, 

medical preparations and external 

treatments.” (Men-Tsee-Khang) 
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